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Administration warns students about cheating
By MEGAN BAINUM
assistant news editor

Although severe cases of cheating are
rare, USU has policies and procedures in
place to make reporting and resolving academic integrity violations as simple as possible.
Eric Olsen, associate vice president for
student services, said teachers have “full
autonomy” to do whatever they feel is appropriate when a student is caught cheating.
“Faculty could warn a student or they
could fail them for the assignment or course
depending on severity,” Olsen said.
Brock Dethie, a professor in the English
department, said first offenses can become
“teachable moments” where a student can
learn from their mistakes. However, he said
obvious, forms of cheating are usually not
tolerated.
“If the offense is blatant or intentional,
the student usually gets a zero for the paper
and in some cases, fails the course,” Dethie
said.
According to the university’s academic
integrity code, cheating can actually be
broken down into three different categories:
cheating, falsification and plagiarism.
Cheating is defined as using any “unauthorized assistance” in taking tests, using
material not approved by a professor,
substituting for another student, not following time restrictions and/or using one
assignment’s work for more than one class.
The integrity code states that falsification is
“altering or fabricating any information or
citation in an academic exercise or activity”,
and plagiarism is defined as using someone
else’s work without properly identifying it,
as well a buying a paper written by someone
else.
Olsen said the process of punishing a
student is gradual. He said first offenses are

usually taken care of by the professor, but
can also be reported. So if it happens again,
more extreme measures can be taken to discipline the student.
The Academic Integrity Violation Form
(AIVF) brought changes to the student code,
Olsen said. The form outlines the process
the professor follows if a student is suspected
of cheating. The form, available to professors through the USU website’s “Faculty and
Staff” tab, is filled out online and sent to
Olsen for review.
“We created the AIVF and put it into
place this past spring,” Olsen said, “the form
allows us to put the violation into a database
and track it to see if it is a first offense.”
The form came about because former
ASUSU officer Jerry Brunt wanted to make
the discipline process for cheaters more
timely.
“Students would cheat spring semester
and not think they got caught. Then summer
would come and go and once fall semester
got started they would see they failed the
course or something like that because of
something that had happened months ago.
We want that interaction between the faculty
and student so the situation can be resolved
in a more timely matter,” Olsen said.
According to the Code of Policies and
Procedures for Students at Utah State
University, Article 6, Section 2, “the
Academic Integrity Violation Form provides guidance to instructors and students,
ensures minimum due process requirements are met, and allows tracking of repeat
offenders at the university level.”
Olsen said because it is such a new form,
many professors aren’t aware of it or don’t
utilize it like they should. He said it is hard
to tell how successful it has been so far
because he believes many professors just
don’t know about it enough to use it.
If it is a repeat offense for a student,
Olsen said, they could be dismissed from the

university but he said that situation isn’t the
norm. He said he has seen this happen two
or three times in the last five years.
“If a student was to be dismissed from
the university, it would be a very severe
case. Usually they are put on probation with
university community service, or suspended
for a semester. It just varies on the degree of
the situation that could be applied after first
offense,” Olsen said.
In the severe cases Olsen talks about, students would have to do something where it is
clear they planned to cheat ahead of time.
“A reason where a student would be more
likely to be dismissed from the university
would be, like, they stole the professor’s key
to the test and then distributed it around
to other classmates. Something where it is
clear this wasn’t just a student getting into a
tight spot and using cheating as a last result,”
Olsen said.
Dethie said he thinks the number one
reason students cheat is because they are
lazy. Olsen said along with being lazy, many
students “get in a tight spot” and don’t really
think about it. Olsen said he has seen cases
where students end up copying their own
professor’s work without realizing it.
“Every year I get at least one or two cases
where students plagiarize their professors
work. The student finds it somehow and
their professor, or a coworker of theirs, were
the ones that actually wrote it. Kids just
aren’t paying attention to whose work they
are copying,” Olsen said.
Olsen said the advice he would give students to help them not cheat would be to not
procrastinate.
“Procrastinating stresses students out so
they aren’t thinking straight. Most students,
when they aren’t waiting until last minute to
do a project, never think about cheating. It STUDENTS USE MANY METHODS to attempt to cheat on
tests and papers. Administrators want students to be aware of the
is their last resort that shouldn’t ever have to consequences if they are caught. ANIE AGHABABYAN photo illustration
come,” Olsen said.
– megan.b@aggiemail.usu.edu

College of Education
and Human Services
appoints new dean

Oh, the parking outside is frightful

By ROB JEPSON
staff writer

Student complaints abound concerning
parking violation penalties around USU’s
campus, and much of the problems stem
from the discipline of off-campus parking
enforcement agencies, as well as on-campus parking enforcement issuing more
passes than parking stalls available.
“Students have to realize that the reason why we’re here is because we need to
ensure that people actually have a place
to go at night,” said Patrick, a driver from
Utah Cache Valley Auto, a prominent
agency contracted with Logan City that
patrols apartments near campus. Patrick
asked to be identified only by his first
name.
“I enjoy it,” Patrick said of his job. “I
like to people-watch and see how they

By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

A new dean, Dr. Beth Foley, was appointed for the College of
Education and Human Services after serving as interim dean
since June. Foley will be instated after approval from the USU
Board of Trustees next month.
Foley, who recently served as department head of the communicative disorders and deaf education department, said she
had not planned on becoming dean.
“When I agreed to be interim dean I planned to go back to
being department head … but I had a really good summer. I
started doing what the previous dean had done which is meeting with all the untenured faculty and seeing what they’re
doing, what their research interests are, how they’re doing and
I really enjoyed it. And it made me see the breadth of research
activities that are going on across the college,” Foley said.
Foley will be replacing former dean Carol Strong, who
retired in May after a 30-year career at Utah State. Provost
Raymond Coward said that Strong retired because she and her
husband wanted more time to themselves.
Foley said, “Carol Strong was an exceptional Dean and no
one in the College, including me, wanted to see her retire.
During her tenure as Dean the College maintained its position
in the top 2 percent of 1,200 Colleges of Education nationally,
and faculty productivity was at an all time high. It is daunting
to follow a dean who was so successful and so widely admired
and respected.” Foley said while it will be difficult to follow
Strong, it will be an exciting challenge for her to keep the
momentum going.
Gretchen Peacock, head of the psychology department,
served on the search committee responsible for finding a new
dean. She said a dean needs to have a good working relationship with department heads and a working relationship with
central administration, which she felt Foley had.
“A really important thing for me was the relationships I had
with other department heads, the provost and the president,”
Foley said. “Knowing the people that I was working with helped
make the transition a lot easier.”

- See FOLEY, page 3
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react. Most people handle their emotions
well, even though they’re ticked off,” he
said, while noting that booting incidences
are increased from last year because the
company is extending coverage to more
properties than they had during last
semester.
Patrick said that some of those properties include lots nearby USU, including
Pine View, Cobble Creek, Darwin Ave.
and Bridgerland apartments.
Patrick said he does not deny that the
Cache Valley Auto employees are paid
commission for each boot they place on a
car.
“That’s what we’re told,” he said.
While people, like Patrick, may enjoy
their interactions associated with booting
and ticketing, others such as James Nye,
director of USU parking and transportation, hold different sentiments.
“We try to use ticketing and booting
as a learning process,” he said. “Our first-

SIGNS IN PARKING LOTS both on and off campus warn drivers of time and permit
restrictions. ANIE AGHABABYAN photo
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The USU volleyball
team won the WAC title
Wednesday, and will be
playing in the NCAA
Tournament this week.
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The Cache
Valley Figure
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encourages
anyone to
join the
other 50
members.
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year students, yeah, we’ll work with them.
We are simply not out to get people.”
Nye acknowledged that the USU
Parking Department issues more passes
than available stalls because a vehicle may
be parked in a stall for “a couple of hours
at a time” during a given day.
However, he did acknowledge a conflict in on-campus parking does arise
between the busiest hours of 9:30-11:30
a.m. He said he warns students buying an
on-campus pass that they might have to
seek out other parking options, including
parking meters along 800 East, during
that period of time.
Teresa Johnson, business manager for
parking and transportation, said students
also have the option of spending $23 per
year on a pass for stadium parking, which
is along campus bus routes. She said
excuses for tickets are not tolerated.
“We hate booting vehicles. It takes
up manpower and time,” Nye said. “If
students get a ticket, they should pay. It’s
procrastination at that point.”
Johnson said if a student is parked in
the wrong location on campus, they will
be given three tickets before being dealt a
boot. Usually the first ticket ranges from
$12-15.
Off campus, private agencies are contracted to handle parking regulations,
and are what students have reported to be
a thorn in their side.
Senior Alicia Alvarez said she had an
experience last school year where she estimated 30 people were booted at once at
an off-campus location. After she and others wondered where the sign forbidding
parking without a designated pass could
be found, a Cache Valley Auto employee
pointed his flashlight to a corner of the lot
to indicate the sign, she said.

- See PARKING, page 3
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Leaked U.S. docs reveal sensitive diplomacy

WASHINGTON (AP) – Hundreds
and U.S. discussions about a united
Britain’s Guardian newspaper,
foreign governments and opposition
of thousands of State Department
Korean peninsula as a long-term solu- German magazine Der Spiegel and
leaders, and when the substance of
documents leaked Sunday revealed
tion to North Korean aggression.
others laid out the behind-the-scenes
private conversations is printed on
a hidden world of backstage internaThere are also American memos
conduct of Washington’s internation- the front pages of newspapers across
tional diplomacy, divulging candid
encouraging U.S. diplomats at the
al relations, shrouded in public by
the world, it can deeply impact not
comments from world leaders and
United Nations to collect detailed
platitudes, smiles and handshakes at
only U.S. foreign policy interests, but
detailing occasional U.S. presdata about the U.N. secretary general, photo sessions among senior officials. those of our allies and friends around
sure tactics aimed at hot spots in
his team and foreign diplomats –
The White House immedithe world,” the White House said.
Afghanistan, Iran and North Korea.
going beyond what is considered the
ately condemned the release of the
State Department spokesman
The classified diplomatic cables
normal run of information-gathering
WikiLeaks documents, saying “such
P.J. Crowley played down the spyreleased by online whistle-blower
expected in diplomatic circles.
disclosures put at risk our diplomats, ing allegations. “Our diplomats are
None of the revelations is parintelligence professionals, and people just that, diplomats,” he said. “They
Colo. will regulate WikiLeaks and reported on by news
organizations in the United States
ticularly explosive, but their publicaaround the world who come to the
collect information that shapes our
medical marijuana and Europe provided often unflattion could prove problematic for the
United States for assistance in propolicies and actions. This is what dipDENVER (AP) – What’s in that tering assessments of foreign leadofficials concerned. And the massive
moting democracy and open governlomats, from our country and other
joint, and how can you be sure it’s
ers, ranging from U.S. allies such as
release of material intended for dipment.”
countries, have done for hundreds of
safe?
Germany and Italy to other nations
lomatic eyes only is sure to ruffle
It also noted that “by its very
years.”
Colorado is working toward
like Libya, Iran and Afghanistan.
feathers in foreign capitals, a cernature, field reporting to Washington
On its website, The New York
becoming the first state to regulate
The cables also contained new rev- tainty that prompted U.S. diplomats
is candid and often incomplete infor- Times said “the documents serve an
production of medical marijuana.
elations about long-simmering nucle- to scramble in recent days to shore up mation. It is not an expression of
important public interest, illuminatRegulators say pot consumers
ar trouble spots, detailing U.S., Israeli relations with key allies in advance of policy, nor does it always shape final
ing the goals, successes, compromises
deserve to know what they’re smok- and Arab world fears of Iran’s growthe disclosures.
policy decisions.”
and frustrations of American diploing, and producers should have
ing nuclear program, American conThe documents published by The
“Nevertheless, these cables could
macy in a way that other accounts
safety regulations such as pesticerns about Pakistan’s atomic arsenal New York Times, France’s Le Monde,
compromise private discussions with
cannot match.”
cide limits for plants destined for
human consumption.
Right now, patients have no way
to verify pot-shop claims that certain products are organic, or how
NEPTUNE, N.J. (AP) – A pastor who barred
his status until Sunday.
potent a strain might be.
church officials from using Facebook, saying it
“We are confident that Pastor Cedric Miller is
the man that God has chosen to lead this church
Controversy over tax can lead to adultery, will take a 90-day sabbatical
and return to his post, a church elder announced
into our destiny,” Parreott said. “After 90 days,
breaks for employers Sunday. The decision follows the pastor’s admission Pastor Cedric Miller will resume his goal to be
that he engaged in a three-way sexual relationship a senior pastor of this church.”
WASHINGTON (AP) – Jobdecade ago.
Miller first made headlines earlier this month
based health care benefits could
Leaders at the Living Word Christian Fellowship when he urged congregants to drop their Facebook
wind up on the chopping block if
Church in Neptune gave the Rev. Cedric Miller a
accounts because he believes the social networking
President Barack Obama and convote of confidence as the church’s spiritual leader
site facilitates affairs.
gressional Republicans get serious
during a meeting Monday, Associate Reverend
He recently ordered about 50 married church
about cutting the deficit.
officials to delete their Facebook accounts or resign
Budget proposals from leaders in Linda Parreott said during church services.
The unanimous decision came after “prayer and
from their leadership positions. He also suggested
both parties have urged shrinking
that married members of the congregation do the
or eliminating tax breaks that help thoughtful consideration” by the church’s board
of elders, along with recommendations from other
same and said he was deleting his own account.
make employer health insurance
Miller said he made the request because 20 couthe leading source of coverage in the local pastors, she said.
Miller announced earlier this week that he would ples among the 1,100 members of his flock had run
nation and a middle-class mainstay.
be “taking some time off” and planned to return
into marital trouble over the last six months after a
The idea isn’t to just raise revspouse connected with an ex-flame over Facebook.
enue, economists say, but finally to to his post at a later date. He offered to step down
after the Asbury Park Press reported on court tesWhile addressing his congregation during
turn Americans into frugal health
Sunday’s service, Miller said he has no intention
care consumers by having them face timony he gave in April 2003. In it, he admitted
the full costs of their medical deci- having a threesome with his wife and a male church of relinquishing his crusade against the purported
assistant and said the encounters sometimes took
evils of Facebook.
sions.
“You want to log on? Log onto God’s words,”
PASTOR CEDRIC MILLER delivers the sermon
Such a re-engineering was reject- place during Thursday Bible study meetings and
during a service at Living Word Christian Fellowship in
Miller said while holding up the Bible. “Get your
ed by Democrats only a few months Sundays after church.
Neptune, N.J. on Jan. 17. AP photo
Church leaders had not commented publicly on
face in this book.”
ago, at the height of the health care
overhaul debate. But Washington
has changed, with Republicans back
in power and widespread fears that
the burden of government debt may
drag down the economy.
YEONPYEONG ISLAND, South Korea (AP) – A
nuclear disarmament talks, including North Korea.
too close to its territory.
U.S. supercarrier and South Korean destroyer took up
Seoul responded cautiously to the proposal
As U.S. and South Korean ships, including the
position in the tense Yellow Sea on Sunday for joint
from North Korea’s staunch ally, saying it should be
nuclear-powered USS George Washington, sailed into
military exercises that were a united show of force just “reviewed very carefully” in light of North Korea’s
the waters off Korea’s west coast Sunday, China began
days after a deadly North Korean artillery attack.
recent revelation of a new uranium-enrichment facillaunching its diplomatic bid to calm tensions.
Top 10 Signs the Taliban Leader
You’re Negotiating With Is An
As tensions escalated across the region, with North ity, even as protesters begged President Lee MyungWashington and Seoul had been pressing China,
Imposter – Nov. 23, 2010
Korea threatening another “merciless” attack, China
bak to find a way to resolve the tension and restore
North Korea’s main ally and benefactor, to help defuse
belatedly jumped into the fray. Beijing’s top nuclear
peace.
the situation amid fears of all-out war.
10. His beard is a glued-on carpet
envoy, Wu Dawei, called for an emergency meeting in
The troubled relations between the two Koreas,
China, slow at first to react, has quickened its
sample.
early December among regional powers involved in
which fought a three-year war in the 1950s, have
diplomatic intervention in recent days. Chinese state
9. Agrees to peace settlement
steadily deteriorated since Lee’s conservative governcouncilor Dai Bingguo made a last-minute visit to
in exchange for a date with Kim
ment took power in 2008 with a tough new policy
Seoul to confer with Lee.
Kardashian.
toward nuclear-armed North Korea.
Lee pressured China to contribute to peace in a
8. Just doesn’t seem very Talibanny.
Eight months ago, a South Korean warship went
“more objective, responsible” matter, and warned
7. Got all of his terror plot ideas
down in the western waters, killing 46 sailors in the
Sunday that Seoul would respond “strongly” to any
from “Jackass 3D.”
worst attack on the South Korean military since the
further provocation, the presidential office said.
6. You ask, “Are you the Taliban
Korean
War.
Then,
last
Tuesday,
North
Korean
troops
The strong words were Lee’s first public comment
leader?” and he responds, “Si.”
showered
artillery
on
Yeonpyeong,
a
South
Koreanin
days.
He was due to address the nation Monday
5. Raised in the mountainous
held
island
that
houses
military
bases
as
well
as
a
morning
amid calls from his people to take stronger
regions of Aspen, Colorado.
civilian population of 1,300 – an attack that marked a action in dealing with the defiant North.
4. Looks suspiciously like cousin Sal
new level of hostility.
Appearing Sunday on CNN’s “State of the Union”,
from “Jimmy Kimmel Live.”
Two South Korean marines and two civilians were
U.S. Sen. John McCain, the top Republican on the
3. Ends discussion with “Death to
killed and 18 others wounded in the hailstorm of
Senate Armed Services Committee, said China should
America and the Jets for not coverartillery that sent residents fleeing into bunkers and
rein in its neighbor.
ing the spread against Houston.”
reduced
homes
on
the
island
to
charred
rubble.
“The key to this, obviously, is China,” McCain
2. Keeps quoting lines from “They
A MARINE CORPS C-130 HERCULES leads
North Korea blamed the South for provoking the
said. “And, unfortunately, China is not behaving as a
Call Me Baba Booey.”
a formation of F/A-18C Hornets, right, and A/V-8B
attack by holding artillery drills near the Koreas’
responsible world power. It cannot be in China’s long1. Wants to bring peace to
Harriers as they fly in formation over the aircraft carrier USS George Washington in the seas east of the
Pakistan, Afghanistan and
maritime border, and has threatened to be “merciless” term interest to see a renewed conflict on the Korean
Korean peninsula on July 27. AP photo
Jenniferanistan.
if the current war games – set to last until Dec. 1 – get peninsula.”
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NJ anti-Facebook pastor to resume job in 90 days

U.S., S. Korea war games with N. Korea intensify
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USU professor named Utah’s Carnegie Professor Briefs

By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

This year’s national Carnegie
Professor of the Year Award for Utah was
given to USU environmental engineering
professor Laurie McNeill, who said her
work with Engineers without Borders
and kind letters of recommendation
from students and faculty were crucial
in winning the award. Last year’s award
was given to USU professor David Peak.
Utah’s Carnegie Professor of the
Year Award has been received by USU
staff 10 of the last 16 years, and Chris
Haley, associate dean of the College of
Engineering, said this is because USU is
a school that encourages its teachers to
explore and improve.
“Not only is she an excellent teacher
in the classroom, she is great outside the
classroom and I have noticed the effort
and time she puts into her students,”
said McNeill’s student Oscar Marquina,
a senior majoring in environmental
engineering. “She’s very attentive to her
students needs, she is willing to put in
a lot of effort to make sure the students
are learning and are getting everything
they’ve asked for.”
When McNeill returned to her USU
office from the ceremony in Washington
D.C. where she accepted the award,
McNeill’s supporters had decorated her
office in streamers, congratulatory posters and colorful plastic balls across the
floor. McNeill said she was thrilled to

associate with the best professors in the
country. She came home to Logan feeling inspired, she said.
“She just dazzles me,” Haley said,
“I am just so pleased to see all of her
hard work and her willingness to go a
hundred extra miles for the students be
rewarded.”
McNeill brings an abundance of
skills in both formal and informal education, Haley said. Formal education
referring to the traditional classroom
setting experience and informal to
active learning through iClickers and
group discussion. She said making informal education work within a classroom
of approximately 60 students can be
challenging.
“To me, one big thing – and it’s really
a simple thing – but, just communication-wise in class, she really articulates
herself well and is able to keep your
attention,” Marquina said. “She makes
you interested, but makes sure you
understand every step of the lecture. She
was born to teach.”
Haley said she believes the award
is an affirmation that all of McNeill’s
hard work is recognized and sometimes
professors need these affirmations to
inspire them to work harder, to achieve
more.
A high school chemistry teacher first
sparked McNeill’s interest in her current
field.
From that interest, her passion for
environmental engineering transformed

Campus & Community

Facilities prepares
for winter

PROFESSORS FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY were named Carnegie
Professors of the year. They accepted their awards at a ceremony in Washington,
D.C. File photo

throughout the rest of her schooling.
Before teaching at USU, where she
has been for 11 years, McNeill said
she received her doctorate at Virginia
Technical University and taught her first
courses there.
“I’ve seen her interact with her
students,” Haley said. “She learns
their names and who they are, so the
classroom setting is very positive, very
friendly, but rigorous.”
Haley said it is challenging for many
professors to find the balance of connecting with students on a personal
level, but keep hight expectations. In
addition to McNeill’s effective teaching
methods, she has been a key player in
the engineering undergraduate research
program which is separate from USU’s
general undergraduate research program. She also wrote a grant aimed to

help prepare doctoral students by establishing three courses they are required to
take to become better instructors.
McNeill works closely with the
Engineers Without Borders program,
which allows engineers to travel internationally and learn to apply their skills
in diverse settings. Marquina said he
was able to travel to Mexico through this
program where he used Spanish – his
second language – often, and interacted
in an unfamiliar culture with a spectrum of people.
“Being a good teacher is always being
involved in thinking about what worked
and what didn’t work,” Haley said. “It’s
not like you just pull the yellow notes off
the shelf and go in and babble. McNeill
is consciously thinking of ways to
improve, and that takes time.”
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu

Parking: Booters give thoughts on jobs and costs of booting
-continued from page 1

Alvarez said she went to court to
battle the penalty, but was told the
courtroom in Logan couldn’t handle
cases of that nature.
“I think it’s ridiculous that (the boot)
is $75, that it’s more than the price of a
ticket,” Alvarez said. “I also don’t like
that they don’t answer questions,” she
said of the Cache Valley Auto employees.
Cody Fullmer, an undeclared sophomore, was also booted by Utah Cache
Valley Auto. Fullmer’s car was booted
off-campus because his parking sticker
was on the front windshield, rather
than the back windshield. Fullmer said
he didn’t want to put the sticker on the
back because the tinted windows in the
rear might have made the parking sticker difficult to view from the perspective
of a booter.
“I was very frustrated with it,” he
said. “I’d been gone five minutes and
they had placed a parking ticket on my
window,” Fullmer said. “Logan is a joke
for parking.”

Fuller believes that many quick
boots are issued by off-campus parking enforcement agencies because the
employees are paid by commission.
There are students who have not yet
experienced being penalized for a parking violation on or near campus, yet still
feel the parking policies are unjust.
Brittany Hall, a junior who lives offcampus, said she is strongly opposed
to private parking lots who do not have
enough stalls for their residents, putting
students who arrive home late at risk to
be ticketed by law enforcement for parking on the street between the hours of
one and six a.m. during the winter.
“It’s pretty ridiculous,” Hall said. “If
you pay money, you should be guaranteed a spot. That’s annoying because
you have no choice to park somewhere
else if the other spots are taken in your
parking lot.”
Darci Denney, who has been dealt
boots for off-campus parking violations
five times in her four years at USU,

described the penalties as “ridiculous.”
She said although she was gracious toward Kirt, a Cache Valley auto
employee who also asked that only
his first name be printed and who has
removed Denney’s boots in the past, the
gesture was hardly reciprocated.
“I said ‘thank you’ for taking (the
boot) off, and he just didn’t say anything
and left,” Denney said. “The last time
this happened to me, I finally said, ‘You
know, you can say you’re welcome. You
don’t have to be a jerk about it.’”
Denney also said she is sure that
many of the quick boots have come
because the Cache Valley Auto employees work by commission.
Patrick estimated that five percent
of those booted are hostile and need to
have law enforcement called on them.
Among these, he said, are those who
have urinated on the boot and walked
away before paying the fee later.
“I can’t count how many times I’ve
been threatened,” Patrick said.

Patrick said he is required by company policy to bring law enforcement
when returning to the vehicle of a
hostile boot recipient, but said that he
wouldn’t bring them with him if it was
his choice.
“With my background, I find it
entertaining that they threaten me,” he
said. “I’m an ex-Marine, so I think you
don’t know what I could do to you.
Sometime along the way, they realize
‘that guy has the keys to setting my car
free, and I just ticked him off. That’s not
good.’”
But, no level of civility would satisfy
some students who have experience
with parking authorities on- or off-campus.
“The parking policy is out of control
and taking advantage of students,”
Denney said. “They know it’s a college
town, and we need the car, so they take
advantage of that vulnerability. I think
it’s a monopoly.”
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Foley: Department head promoted to dean of college
-continued from page 1

DR. BETH FOLEY, COMD
PROFESSOR, has been named dean
of CEHS. BRECK BYINGTON photo

Peacock said since Foley’s appointment as interim dean, she
has been impressed with her zest for fundraising, her ability to
build consensus and her enthusiasm for the college in general.
Foley said one of the challenges facing the college now is trying to do more despite reduced state support. She said because
there is less state funding than there used to be, the college has
to find other ways to fund programs. She said last year the college generated more than $33 million in extramural funding for
research and clinical programs.
“For a college of education that’s astonishing,” she said. “I
think we were ranked fourth in the nation out of 1,200 Colleges
of Education in terms of the amount of money our faculty generated.”
Foley said she gained valuable financial experience while serving as a department head. “We had some fiscal crises going on
in the department when I first started and we were able to, as a
department, turn that around, and the department grew from
I think 15 or 18 people to 40 people,” she said. “I think being a
department head for six years was really, really helpful.
Foley said that she is excited to work as dean of the college,
but there are a few anticipated drawbacks.
“I do have a lot less contact with students, and that’s the one

thing I’m mourning a little bit,” she said. She said while serving as department head she continued to teach several courses
because of her love for teaching. “That’s been kind of a tough
thing to let go of. I tell myself that I’m helping students in a different way, but it’s not the same.”
She said she will also have to stop working on the Sound
Beginnings program in the Early Childhood Center with colleague Carl White.
“That’s another thing that I miss,” she said. She said the biggest change will be balancing work and family.
Provost Raymond Coward said, “Dean Foley is an experienced higher education leader who is able to communicate the
quality and magnitude of the truly outstanding research and
education that is underway in the Emma Eccles Jones College of
Education and Human Services. She is a tireless worker who will
help that college achieve new heights of success. She has the confidence and support of a wide-range of faculty and a clear vision
of where that college is going. She will continue and extend the
great successes that were achieved under Dean Strong.”
“We have an incredible college,” Foley said. “It’s fun to be
dean of a college like this one.”
– robjepson@live.com

PoliceBlotter
Friday, Nov. 19

Sunday, Nov. 21

• USU Police responded to the University Inn for a
report of drinking in a hotel room. A report was filed
with USU Police and the investigation is continuing.

• USU Police arrested two students at Greaves Hall
for consuming alcohol on campus. They were issued
citations and released at the scene.

• USU Police responded to the parking lot on the east
side of Snow Hall on a report of a vehicle that was
vandalized. Police are investigating.

• USU Police took a stray dog into custody, transported it, and impounded it at the Humane Society.

Saturday, Nov. 20
• USU Police responded to Greaves Hall for a report
of minors consuming alcohol. One student was
arrested and three others warned about drinking
alcohol on campus.
• USU police was contacted by an individual who
stated some college pranks were getting out of hand
and they wanted some assistance in getting them
stopped.

Monday, Nov. 22
• USU Police assisted an individual stuck in the
Library elevator. The officer was able to open the
doors and release the individual. The on-call elevator
technician was contacted to fix the elevator.
• Police responded to a criminal mischief report that
occurred in the breezeway between the Engineering
Lab and the new Engineering building. There was
damage to the drywall that occurred over the weekend.
• USU Police responded to Old Main Hill on a report
of a female who had been injured while sledding on

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911
the hill. Logan Fire emergency medical personnel
also responded and transported this person to the
hospital with a possible back injury.
Tuesday, Nov. 23
• USU Police responded to Mountain View Tower for
a report of a theft. A student had seen another student take their food from a common area refrigerator. Police are investigating.
• USU Police responded to a fire alarm at Mountain
View Tower. Upon arrival, it was discovered that the
fire alarm was activated when a radiator heater pipe
exploded in the lobby of the south entrance, causing
steam from the hot water that was coming out of the
pipe and had risen into the smoke detector. Police
contacted Housing Maintenance and the Director of
Housing.

-Compiled by Megan Allen

Utah State University Facilities
and Parking and Transportation
Services remind faculty, staff and
students of university snow removal
policies.
Snow Removal on Sidewalks:
Sidewalks are cleared when there
is a half-inch of snow or more on the
walks. When this occurs prior to
3 a.m., sidewalk removal crews are
mobilized. The crews begin work at
4 a.m. and stay until there are clear
paths throughout campus.
Sidewalks and stairs with the
highest pedestrian traffic are cleared
first. As the walks and stairs are
cleared of snow, they are treated
with snow melt or magnesium chloride to prevent ice from forming,
said Jim Huppi, manager of facilities
maintenance.
Snow Removal in Parking Lots:
Parking lots are cleared when
there are two and a half inches of
snow or more on the lots. When this
occurs during the evening, parking
lot crews are mobilized at midnight
and remain plowing until approximately 7 a.m. when the lots begin to
fill with vehicles.
If there is an early morning
storm, then crews begin clearing
as soon as they are called in. That
means with early morning storms,
the primary walks, roads and parking lots will not be cleared as quickly
due to the time and number of
pedestrians and motorists using the
walks, roads and lots.

USU alum finalist for
Rhodes Scholarship
Utah State University student
Danielle Babbel received the
honor of being selected as a finalist for the Rhodes Scholarship.
Babbel traveled to Colorado Nov.
19 to interview for one of 32
Rhodes Scholarships in the nation.
Although she didn’t receive the
scholarship, Babbel has a bright
future ahead.
“We are so proud of Dani and
her many accomplishments,” said
USU President Stan L. Albrecht.
“She is an exceptional student who
exemplifies the highest ideals of
academic scholarship as well as
a commitment to global citizenship.”
Babbel graduated with Honors
from USU in 2010 with degrees
in anthropology and geography,
minors in Spanish and chemistry
and completed pre-health requirements for medical studies. She
served as the College of Natural
Resource’s valedictorian at commencement.
Babbel plans to become a physician, a decision that came midway through her undergraduate
career. She believes her non-traditional route to medical school will
prepare her to practice medicine
globally.

Search on for speaker
for Commencement 2011
Utah State University encourages
its community, faculty and staff to
recommend honorary degree nominees for 2011, as well as the commencement speaker for the 2012
graduation ceremony.
The Honorary Degree Screening
Committee is searching for candidates who have displayed persistent
excellence through quality merit.
This includes persons who continually make breakthroughs and innovations in scholarship, art or professional and public service. Nominees
should be revered in their respective
fields on a national or international
level, or have shown an immense
dedication to serving the USU, local
or state communities.
Nomination forms and more
information is available online
through the university’s website.
Search keywords “2011 Honorary
Degree.” Those interested in submitting a nomination must send all
completed paperwork no later than
Friday, Dec. 3 to Sydney Peterson in
the office of the president.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Learning to skate for all ages and styles
By GENEVIEVE DRAPER
staff writer

The Cache Valley Figure Skating Club, which
meets in the George S. Eccles Ice Center, gives
figure skaters an opportunity to be tested in
skills, have social interaction with other skaters
in the valley and participate in various competitions.
Carissa Anderson, a Utah State graduate
from Alaska, has worked at the ice rink since it
opened in January 2002. She is a coach for both
the club and at the ice rink.
Along with the four other coaches at the
ice rink, she helps teach the different classes,
including the Learn to Skate and the Hot
Chocolate Club. She also teaches the USU figure
skating classes.
Anderson said the club provides a team feeling, which is harder to get in an individual sport
like figure skating.
“When they go to competition, it’s as part of
the club, cheering for each other – a team feeling,” Anderson said.
The club accepts all levels of skaters, with the
youngest current club member a 5-year-old. One
of Anderson’s students, a 3-year-old, is considering joining. The club has 50 members, including
a parent representative for each underage skater.
The parent representative has a vote for the
club, which members over 18 also have, said
Francis Chaplan, president of the club. She got
involved with her daughter’s skating, though she
had taken some adult classes through the Hot
Chocolate Club.
Three of the club members are college students. One has been skating for many years, but
the other two began within the last few years.
Kristin Wayman, a sophomore in interior
design, started skating with the USU class. She
said it was something she had always wanted to
do and never had.
“I just love being out there, I love skating,”
Wayman said. She is competing in her first competition in February.
Chaplan said the club provides nice social
interactions for the girls involved. With their
membership, all club members can attend “club
ice,” an hour of skating Monday nights from
4:30-5:30, which is exclusive to CVFSC members.
Chaplan said the club provides social activities, such as participation in local parades. This
year there was a Halloween social with free skating afterwards, which several girls were able to
attend and enjoy some relaxed skating.
Anderson said the amount of time club

members skate each week varies according to
skill level. While most skaters got involved with
Learn to Skate or an outreach program at the
school through the ice rink, they often improve
through private lessons, which are taught by the
five coaches and typically last a half hour.
The beginners generally practice one half
hour each week, while the more advanced aim
for two or three hours a day, though this is
complicated by the amount of ice time available
after school. Anderson said the advanced skaters most likely see three to six hours of ice time
a week.
Anderson said she has found that burnout
often occurs for skaters when they reach high
school and find themselves with a lot of other
activities.
“Quite a few no longer compete, but still test
and skate. Not very many have completely quit,”
she said.
Sydney Longhurst, 13, is a club member
who has been skating for eight years. She got
involved when her sisters brought home a flyer
from school on figure skating.
“There are always new things to learn, something to do, competitions. If you place well it
helps keep you motivated,” Longhurst said. She
is in the open juvenile level, and said her favorite
move is a double flip.
Sara Bayne, 8, enjoys doing the waltz jump
and skating with her sister and her friend. She
even competed once and received first place.
“You get to have fun,” Bayne said.
Chaplan says there are currently three
CVFSC members who are collegiate skaters. CVFSC is a United States Figures Skating
Association club, which has recently made a
collegiate dues rate, which helps college students
who are not being supported by their parents to
still skate and compete.
Chaplan said that there are about 10 competitions throughout the year which club members
regularly attend. This year the club is hosting
the Utah Winter Games Feb. 4-5.
Though the club doesn’t compete as a group,
they do perform at regular recitals in the winter
and the fall. The USU figure skating class will
be appearing in a themed spring show April 2930. The club is putting on a winter recital Dec.
11, at 7 p.m. A food donation is requested for
admission.
CVFSC allows skaters to compete and continually be tested in their skills. For students
who are interested in skating, the USU class has
both beginners and intermediate skaters.
– genevieve.draper@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU STUDENTS INTERACT with children on a trip for the Charity Anywhere
Foundation. The organization was founded in 1990 by Susan and Gordon Carter. photo courtesy
CATHERINE URIE

CARRISA ANDERSON COACHES the Cache Valley Figure Skating club and welcomes members
of all ages to come and skate. She coaches Learn to Skate and the Hot Chocolate Club, and teaches the
USU figure skating classes. JON LARSEN photo

Charity around the world
By SHANELLE GALLOWAY
staff writer

Mexico is well-known for its notorious spring break
spots: Cabo, Cancun, Tijuana. It’s a week-long party
in the sun and sand. But some students who go to
Mexico over spring break for an entirely different
reason: charity.
“Our goal is to make a difference in other countries and change attitudes and hearts here in the
U.S.,” said Susan Carter, co-founder of the Charity
Anywhere Foundation (CAF).
According to their website, the Charity Anywhere
Foundation is an organization that aims to serve
poverty-stricken communities by offering free dental
and medical care as well as shelter.
The organization’s website, charityanywhere.org,
lists the foundation’s mission as “to give ordinary
people the life-changing opportunity to provide
needed medical care, dental services and basic shelter to less developed countries while concurrently
forever changing the mind and heart of the volunteer
for good.”
The organization was founded in 1990 by Carter
and her husband Gordon after they visited rural
Ecuador; it was based then out of Twin Falls, Idaho.
It then it moved to Bountiful, Utah in 2008.
Carter said since its beginning, the CAF has set
up in office in Quito, Ecuador, and has also served in
Mexico, Guatemala, Peru, the Dominican Republic,
Senegal, Africa, Haiti, Nicaragua, Bolivia, Paraguay,
Albania and India.
The foundation has donated various medicals
supplies including medication, vitamins, wheelchairs, x-ray machines, dental chairs and hospital
beds.
Carter said Charity Anywhere has served an average of 10,018 people per month, giving an amount
equivalent to $4,054,752 in services.
They have helped build houses in Tijuana and
Agua Prieta, Mexico. They have constructed an
addition to a school in Guatemala and provided an
ambulance for a community in rural Guatemala.
“This year we are planning projects and expedi-

tions to Ecuador, Guatemala, Peru, Haiti and with
Native Americans in the outback of Alaska,” Carter
said.
Carter said there have been over 120 volunteers
who have participated in these projects.
“Each volunteer feels that they are truly making a
difference,” Carter said. “They felt that they not only
helped others but learned a great deal about themselves.”
Catherine Urie, senior in psychology, has been on
the Tijuana expedition twice and is going again in
December. “(The expedition is) really fun. It’s kind of
hard,” she said.
“It gives a different experience. We had to learn
to communicate without communication, since only
a couple of us knew Spanish. I’m taking a Spanish
class so that i can communicate with them when I go
back,” she said.
Carter said most projects students participate in
are construction based, building additions to homes.
The USU club is going to Tijuana in December, and
they also do a trip over spring break.
“We normally organize four expeditions to
Tijuana, Mexico every year, including Christmas,
spring break, summer break and fall,” Carter said.
Carter said the USU branch of CAF is “determined, resourceful, and hard working.”
The CAF also has groups at the University of
Utah, BYU, Utah Valley University, Weber College
and in other states as well as Great Britain.
Clearfield High School is sending a group of over
60 people sponsored by the organization to Tijuana
to repair and build houses over Christmas break.
“The CAF group from USU will be among those
with hammers and saws and smiles,” Carter said.
There are many projects sponsored by the foundation that need funding and volunteers.
“As you can imagine in our depressed economy,
funding has been a concern,” Carter said.
The group is always applying for grants and seeking those in the community willing to donate money
and equipment.

- See CHARITY, page 6
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EcoCenter built to be green
By ALEXANDRIA EVENSEN
staff writer

Just above Park City lies the Swaner Preserve
and EcoCenter, donated to USU in 2009 and
valued at more than $35 million dollars, the
wildlife preserve and adjacent EcoCenter were
the largest gift the University has ever received.
Savannah Wake, the center’s director of education and volunteering, said the 1,200 acres
of land provide research opportunities, internships, nature preservation and will soon provide
distance education classes via broadcast and
online.
The EcoCenter also holds a platinum LEED
certification, the highest level of eco-friendly
buildings set by U.S. Green Building Council.
“It’s one of greenest buildings in the state of
Utah. We have bamboo floors, radiant heat, and
we use fly ash in the concrete. We have solar
panels on the roof to off-set electric use,” said
Karan Swanger, a volunteer at the center.
Wake said the center opened in 2008, and
along with preserving land and wildlife, a main
focus of the center is to provide a green space for
community events. In October the center sponsored a stargazing party which was attended by
10 physics students from USU along with others
from the community.
One of the largest events to take place this
year is the Holiday Fine Arts and Crafts Sale.
Through the support of more than 30 local artists, the sale will offer thousands of hand-crafted items and will provide an opportunity for the
community to shop locally. The EcoCenter will
get back 25-35 percent.
“People at the sale know that they’re supporting the community,” Wake said. “There’s something for everybody.”
The artwork is entirely local and includes
many mediums such as jewelry, paintings, and
woodwork.
“It’s all artwork made by small artists,” said
Sandi Olsen, the administrative assistant in
charge of organizing the artists. “We have photography, oil paintings, watercolors, mosaics,
stone, ceramics, pottery, recycle glass arts, jewelry, fiber art, and woodcarvings.”
The sale opened on Nov. 26 and will run
until Dec. 18.
“Our goals this year are to let people know
that this exists and encourage them to shop
locally,” Wake said.
Wake said in addition the the regular sale, on
Nov. 30 the EcoCenter will host a special members-only open house.
“The artists will be there and the sale will be
expanded,” Wake said. “We’ll have a climbing
wall, refreshments, and drinks.” Memberships
can be purchased at the door.
Wake said because it has only been open
been open for a short time, this is the first event
of its kind to happen at the Swaner EcoCenter.
There are high hopes that the sale will grow in
the future.
“If it goes well, we’d like to expand it,” Wake
said.
For those who cannot attend the sale, the
EcoCenter hosts a gift shop during their business hours with a few hand-crafted items similar

to those at the sale.
Wake said although the building is new,
the nature preserve has been in the making for
more than 17 years. Originally started with a
parcel of 190 acres, through donations and the
purchase of the Wallin Farm the preserve has
grown to include a 10,000 square-foot center
and biking and hiking trails, and is home to
over 100 species of animals.
“The goal was to create as little of a barrier
from nature to building as possible,” Wake said.
“We hope people can learn something here that
they can take back to their own backyards and
their own lives.”
Even though the Swaner EcoCenter is more
than a two-hour drive from Logan, the staff works
to accommodate students. The center has three
different internships progams; Public Relations,
Natural Resources and Land Management and
Community Education.
“Interns here do specific things that need to be
done like working on the preserve,” Swanger said.
“They cut willow branches in the spring, plant
those willows shoots which give fish new habitats
and keeps river banks from eroding, keep track of
frogs, and give tours of the building.”
Wake said for those without time or resources
for an internship, the center offers short-term
volunteer projects such as stream restoration and
cleaning among its miles of trails. Instead of weekly or bi-weekly hours that most volunteer organizations have, the center’s projects are one-time events
that last anywhere from one to three days.
“We’re different,” Wake said. “These are not
regular projects.”
Wake said as the center continues to grow, so
do the opportunities for students all over the state.
In January, the center will begin to offer Distance
Education degrees. According to the EcoCenter’s
website, some of the degrees offered will include
recreation resource management, residential landscape design and business accounting.
The Swaner EcoCenter and Preserve is open to
the public Wednesday through Saturday. Hours
vary and admission is free, however, there is a suggested donation of $3. For more information, visit
www.swanerecocenter.org.
– allee.evensen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Student says real Christmas trees are better
were strung all over the classroom and then
for Christmas Break we took them home.

By WHITNEY PAGE
staff writer

US: What is
your weirdest holiday
tradition?
TB: Every
New Year’s
Eve, my dad
makes oysters, clam
chowder
and caviar
and we play
Monopoly as
a family.

US: Who is your favorite relative around the
holidays? Why?
TB: I used to always hang out with my cousin
Quinn over the break. We would always compare Christmas presents, and try them out
with each other.

Caught
on
Campus
Troy Butterfield
sophomore
undeclared

US: What candy defines the holidays for you?
TB: Definitely orange sticks.
US: What does your favorite fridge magnet
look like?
TB: I always liked the letters so I could spell
stuff.
US: How did you first learn to tie your shoes?
TB: I learned on the drawstring on my sweatpants. I was playing with it, and just figured
it out.
US: What is your favorite Thanksgiving food?
TB: Ham.
US: What Christmas decoration can you just
not stand?
TB: The inflatable Santa Claus.
US: Eggnog or hot chocolate?
TB: I always burn my tongue on hot chocolate, so I choose eggnog.
US: What was your favorite Christmas present?
TB: Teeka, my dog.
US: What was your worst Christmas break?
TB: I got my wisdom teeth out the 23rd of
December so the rest of the break totally
sucked.
US: What is a favorite holiday tradition?
TB: We always went to a movie on Christmas
Eve.
US: What’s your favorite Christmas plant?
TB: Poinsettia. We always had them in the
house.
US: What was your favorite holiday craft you
did in elementary school?
TB: I remember we made a chain for every
day for December until Christmas, and they

US: What is your favorite holiday dessert?
TB: Pumpkin pie. I could eat that all the time.
US: Was Christmas morning a free-for-all or
was there order and organization? Did you
like it this way?
TB: I would wake up super early and go look
at my presents and take everything out of my
stocking and then finally we would take pots
and pans and wake my parents up at seven or
eight. They would get up and we would all be
there, and my dad would videotape all of the
presents in everybody’s spots. He would say
go, and we would all race to open all of our
presents. I was always so impatient waiting
for my parents, but it was fun to see everyone
open what they got.
US: What is your favorite holiday smell?
TB: Cinnamon. We would get the scented
pinecones and set them on the table.
US: What is your favorite Thanksgiving tradition?
TB: There is always a James Bond marathon
on TV and we always watch and play games or
do a big puzzle while we watch.
US: Do you do a turkey bowl?
TB: I think I only did once with my brother’s
friends.
US: What is your favorite Christmas song?
TB: “Little Saint Nick” by the Beach Boys.
US: Real or fake trees?
TB: Real. My family would have one of each,
but I liked the real one the most. We would
pop the sap bubbles on the trunk so the house
smelled like pine.
US: What is your least favorite Christmas
song?
TB: Jingle Bells.
US: What is your favorite Christmas movie?
TB: “Home Alone 2.” It’s not really a
Christmas movie, but it always reminds me of
Christmas.

TROY BUTTERFIELD SAID his worst Christmas experience was when he had to get his wisdom
teeth out the day before Christmas Eve. He likes eggnog over hot chocolate and pumpkin is his favorite
kind of pie. WHITNEY PAGE photo

Claus wasn’t really Santa Claus?
TB: I don’t really have a story. I was suspicious, but then I just refused to believe.

TB: I don’t mind it, but my car is terrible in
the snow, so I don’t like to drive in it anymore.

US: Do you open any Christmas presents on
Christmas Eve?
TB: We always opened a new ornaments and
our family draw gift.

US: Do you do donuts in your car?
TB: I actually have never even tried.

US: Who is your favorite Christmas character?
TB: Scrooge.

US: Do you like to travel for the holidays or
do you like to stay put?
TB: I like to travel, but I think that staying
home is better. My favorite part of holidays is
staying at home relaxing.

US: How did you first find out that Santa

US: Do you like to drive in the snow?

Diamonds Direct
from Antwerp
Belgium

US: What is your favorite flavor of candy
cane?
TB: Regular peppermint. I could eat boxes
and boxes.
US: What is your favorite winter clothing?
TB: Sweaters.

– whitney.page@aggiemail.usu.edu

Charity: Members drive to Mexico
-continued from page 4
Carter said the members of the CAF club on
campus meet about once a month prior to their
trip. The cost is about $275-475 plus gas; the
group drives to their destination in Mexico. The
fees go toward travel, meals and materials for
the projects.
“It took a long time to get there,” said Urie,
“but I definitely recommend it.”
A typical trip, as outlined on the CAF website, starts early on a Friday morning, spending
the entire day and part of the next driving to
Mexico.
Saturday morning, they cross the border and
settle into living quarters ranging from houses,
dormitories, empty buildings, homes of host
families – anywhere with space enough for the
group to bunk down and eat dinner.

Sunday includes church and visits to previous projects to check the progress. The real work
begins Monday and continues diligently for two
or three more days, winding down by Thursday,
tying up the loose ends.
The second Friday is spent immersing in the
culture, buying souvenirs and packing up to
head back to the states the next morning.
“A real friendship and bond is developed
between our volunteers and our hosts. Our main
objective is to do good,” Carter said. “Our (presence) brings hope to the hopeless. Our construction is important but far short of extending a
helping hand to those in need.”

– shanelle.b@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Gene Needham has just returned from Antwerp, Belgium.
He has brought back many beautiful diamonds. This large
inventory of diamonds is now on display at S.E. Needham Jewelers.

Store Hours:
Monday- Saturday
10:00 - 7:00

141 N. Main

752-7149

www.seneedham.com

Middle of the block
at the sign of the clock.

A SPRING BREAK ALTERNATIVE, a trip to Mexico, is usually just over a week long, spending
more than three of those days driving. The organization helps repair and build houses around the globe.
photo courtesy CATHERINE URIE
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WAC champs!
Utah State wins WAC
tournament with 3-0
win over No. 3 Hawaii
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

UTAH STATE’S VOLLEYBALL TEAM STORMS THE COURT (TOP) and pose with the WAC Tournament championship trophy following the Aggies’ win over No. 3 ranked Hawaii in the WAC’s championship match Wednesday. The win
earned Utah State an automatic bid to the 2010 NCAA Tournament, where they will open play against California Friday. Photos
courtesy of the Western Athletic Conference

If you were to compare the Utah
State volleyball team’s late-season
explosion to one of those famous
sports underdog films, no one
would argue with you.
Then again, you might just say
the WAC Tournament Champion,
NCAA tournament-bound Aggies
simply returned to their early-season form that propelled them to
an 11-0 start.
The Aggies (24-8), who entered
the tournament as the third seed
with a 9-7 conference mark, continued an improbable late season
run by sweeping No. 3-ranked
Hawaii (25-15, 27-25, 26-24), who
had not even lost a single set in 18
WAC matches this season, in the
WAC Tournament Championship
at the Orleans Arena in Las Vegas,
Nev. on Nov. 24.
Bringing down one of the
sport’s collegiate giants grants the
Aggies an automatic bid into the
NCAA Tournament to play No.
7-seeded California, Friday at the
Haas Pavilion on the UC Berkely
campus. USU will be appearing
in the NCAA Tournament for the
fourth time in school history, and
first since 2005.
USU all-time assists queen
Chelsea Fowles, senior middle
blocker Shantell Durrant, and
sophomore outside hitter Shay
Sorensen joined WAC Tournament
MVP Liz McArthur on the alltournament team.
Utah State joins Southern Cal
as the only team to have brought

down the Rainbow Wahine, now
28-2, this season. USC defeated
Hawaii in a five-set battle in
Manoa, Hawaii way back on Sept.
5.
The Aggies join Hawaii and
BYU as the third team in the
entire history of the WAC to win
the tournament championship.
Hawaii has won the tournament
10 times. USU found themselves
matched in the title game against
a force that had won 31-straight
WAC tournament matches, along
with a 23-match winning streak,
including 62 consecutive set victories.
Yes, that’s correct. 62.
Happy Holidays, Logan.
Needless to say, USU head
coach Grayson DuBose was
beyond pleased with the Aggies’
stunning championship run, giving credit to the players for pulling off the trick.
“(Volleyball) isn’t rocket science. The kids are the magic,”
DuBose said. “We as coaches can
put together scouting reports, but
the kids needed to make the magic
happen,” he said. He said the team
did not make any changes to their
practice habits in sparking another winning streak, after limping
through a 4-7 mid-season slump
that at one point included a 3-6
mark in conference play.
“Our seniors have worked for
this sort of goal for four years,”
DuBose said. “They paid a price to
create this sort of success.”
The milestones don’t stop.

- See CHAMPS, page 9

Aggies get double dose of revenge on Utes and Huskies
By TYLER HUSKINSON
web editor

USU vs. U of U
Just about everything
seemed to go right for the
Utah State Aggies (3-1) to get
the win over the University of
Utah Utes (3-1).
Junior forward Brady
Jardine scored a career-high
20 points on 6-of-7 shooting
from the floor and 8-of-10
shooting from the free-throw
line, and grabbed a careerhigh 13 rebounds to lead the
Aggies over the Utes, 79-62
Wednesday night.
“That’s as good as Brady
Jardine has had as an Aggie,”
Aggie head coach Stew Morrill
said. “That was really nice
to see. He was active. He was
active on the boards and confident making shots and making free-throws.”
Jardine said, “I’ve had some
missed shots and things in the
last couple of games; struggled
a little bit and tonight I said
forget it. I’m going to go to
play. I’m going to have fun. We
lost at BYU last week; a tough
big in-state loss and to have
Utah come tonight with all the
talk of them not coming back
maybe for a while, we wanted
to make sure we sent them out
on the right note.”
Jardine’s career performance included four rim-rocking dunks that brought the
Aggie faithful to their feet.

- See REVENGE, page 8

USU BIG MEN TAI WESLEY (LEFT) AND BRADY JARDINE led Utah State to a pair of victories at home over the Thanksgiving break. The Aggies lost close games
to both Utah and Northeastern a year ago on the road, but retaliated with wins over both teams to improve the Aggies’ record to 4-1 on the season. Wesley and Jardine combined to score 41 points against Utah and scored 29 of USU’s 56 points against Northeastern. TODD JONES photos
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Aggie women get first win of season at Weber State
By MARK ISRAELSEN
staff writer

The Utah State women’s basketball team finally had something to
be thankful for during the holiday
weekend. After a tough 84-52 loss
to in-state rival BYU on Nov. 23,
the Aggies kept fighting and on
Saturday defeated Weber State 6654 to notch their first win of the
season.
“It was a great team win for us,”
head coach Raegan Pebley said.
“We had very balanced scoring,
I thought our defense was very
efficient, and it was great to win
on the road and shoot well from
the foul line. That game was definitely where things started to come
together for us, and it was one of
our first games where we had more
productivity that we’re used to seeing in practice.”
The Aggies started their brief
holiday road trip by heading to
Provo to take on the BYU Cougars.
In their opening game, USU strug-

gled in all facets, shooting 30.3
percent from the field and scoring
a season-low 52 points, while also
allowing BYU to rack up 30 assists
and 84 points.
“This is BYU’s best and most
experienced team they’ve had in
years,” Pebley said. “We knew it
was going to be hard to contain
their points, but we went in expecting ourselves to compete a lot
better than we did. Our transition
defense was not enough to slow
them down.”
In that game, the Cougars came
out on fire in the first half, hitting
seven 3-point shots and outscoring the Aggies 49-22. USU’s center
Banna Diop did her best to try
to keep the Aggies in it as she led
Utah State with 12 points for the
game, but it was not nearly enough
to counter BYU’s balanced attack,
as they had six players score in
double figures.
After the disappointing loss,
Pebley said she remained confident
that her team could turn it around.

“We’ve got to be ready to continue
to build our work ethic,” she said.
“Starting 0-4 is not what anybody
wanted to see out of this team so
our next five games are all very
important to our non-conference
play and to our confidence. We
need to stay confident offensively
keep working to get better and
have a high standard for ourselves
to get better defensively.”
The Aggies must have taken
their coaches’ words to heart,
because just a few days after getting thumped by BYU on both the
offensive and defensive sides of
the ball, Utah State came out and
played like a completely different
team.
The biggest difference in USU’s
play was their defense. After allowing 84 points a few days earlier, the
Aggies’ defense came out and stifled the Wildcats, holding them to
23 percent shooting from the floor
and only 20 points in the first half.
The Aggies finished the game only
allowing 54 points, their season

BCS standings: Boise out,
TCU in, Stanford and
Wisconsin looking good
NEW YORK (AP) – Stanford was the big
winner in the latest BCS standings.
The Cardinal, along with Wisconsin,
all but locked up bids to the Bowl
Championship Series, and Oklahoma earned
a spot in the Big 12 title game by outpointing Oklahoma State and Texas A&M on
Sunday.
Auburn and Oregon also switched places
at the top of the standings, with the Tigers
slipping by the Ducks into first place – but
that hardly matters.
Both are still on track to play for the
national championship on Jan. 10 in
Glendale, Ariz. Auburn needs to beat South
Carolina in the Southeastern Conference
championship game on Saturday to lock
up its spot and Oregon needs a victory at
Oregon State in the Civil War rivalry.
The only difference between one and two
in the BCS is No. 1 gets to wear its home jerseys.
TCU is third and in position to grab an
automatic bid – possibly to the Rose Bowl
– now that Boise State is no threat to swipe it
from the Horned Frogs. The Broncos lost to
Nevada 34-31 in overtime on Friday night.
TCU is also on-deck for a spot in the
national championship game if one of the
top two teams trip up.
But Stanford made the most important
jump of all this week, taking the fourth spot
after completing its season 11-1 with a 380 victory against Oregon State. BCS rules
ensure the top four teams in the final standings a bid to the five big-money games.
Stanford was in danger of getting left out
altogether because its fans generally don’t
flock to long distance bowl sites. As long as
the Cardinal don’t fall when the final standings are released next week – and there’s no
good reason why they would – one of the
bowls will be forced to take them.

The BCS standings also broke the Big
Ten’s three-way tie at the top in favor of
Wisconsin, which is fifth in the standings, a
spot ahead of Ohio State.
Unless some strange voting takes place
in the Harris and coaches’ polls after
Championship Saturday, the Badgers are
headed to the Rose Bowl.
The Buckeyes are a good bet to land an
at-large bid, but the Big Ten’s other tri-champion, Michigan State, will have to settle for a
second-tier game. The Spartans were eighth
in the BCS standings.
Oklahoma, Oklahoma State and Texas
A&M finished tied at 6-2 in the Big 12
South, but the BCS tiebreaker went the
Sooners’ way. Oklahoma was ninth in the
standings, Oklahoma State was 14th and
Texas A&M was 18th. The Sooners beat
Oklahoma State 47-41 on Saturday night to
make the jump up the standings.
The Sooners will play Nebraska in the
conference championship game and the winner lands a Fiesta Bowl bid.
Virginia Tech and Florida State will play
in the Atlantic Coast Conference championship, with the winner getting an Orange
Bowl bid.
Connecticut is in command of the Big
East race. The Huskies will clinch the league
and a BCS bid by winning at South Florida
on Saturday. If UConn losses, West Virginia
could win the league and the BCS bid by
beating Rutgers.
Arkansas was seventh in the standings
and the Razorbacks seem to be in good
shape to receive their first BCS bid after
beating LSU 31-23 on Saturday.
If Auburn goes to the national title game,
Arkansas is a good candidate to be selected
by the Sugar Bowl.

Seeking Nominations
Utah State University invites nominations for
outstanding candidates to be considered for:

x Honorary Degrees 2011
x Commencement Speaker 2012
For more information about the nomination process or to obtain
nomination forms go to the website below or call 435-797-1162.
(http://www.usu.edu/provost/honors_and_awards/university/commencement.cfm)

Nominations must include the following:
x
x
x
x

Completed nomination form
6KRUWVXPPDU\RIWKHLQGLYLGXDO¶VTXDOLILFDWLRQV
Complete resume or curriculum vita
Letters of recommendation

Please submit nominations to Sydney Peterson, 3UHVLGHQW¶VOffice,
Utah State University, Old Main Room 126, 1400 Old Main Hill,
Logan, UT 84322-1400.

Deadline:
December 3, 2010

low, and also had 17 steals among
forced 24 turnovers.
“We were much more successful slowing the game down against
Weber State and that helped us to
get our defense more set,” Pebley
said when comparing the two
defensive efforts. “BYU was just
so aggressive and we weren’t able
to slow the game down the way we
wanted to. Our transition defense
is also a huge emphasis in practice
and that was another area that we
saw carry over to the game.”
On the other side of the ball,
the USU offense was also much
improved. Outside shooting and
free throws have been a big problem for the Aggies this year, but
against Weber, Utah State shot
over 70 percent from the charity
stripe and also hit five 3-pointers.
“I think our offense has been
really solid,” Pebley said. “We’re
close to a 1-1 assist-to-turnover
ratio, but we haven’t been shooting well from the 3-point line and
that’s where our field goal percent-

age has dropped. We just did so
much of a better job hitting outside
shots.”
One of the reasons for the
Aggies’ success comes from junior
forward Ashlee Brown, a junior
college transfer who is already
making her impact felt. On
Saturday she had her first career
double-double and the first on
the season for Utah State, scoring
10 points and pulling down 11
rebounds.
“Ashlee Brown is a very creative,
strong, smart player,” Pebley said.
“She’s definitely not reached her
peak and there are a lot of areas
that she still knows she can get
better at, but our team has really
enjoyed being able to feed off her
inside presence.”
With a win under their belts,
the Aggies return to the Spectrum
Monday to take on Southern Utah
University as they look for their
first home win of the year.

– mark.israelsen@aggiemail.usu.edu

Revenge: Aggies get pair of wins
-continued from page 7
“I got sick of missing layups last week,
and so I told my team that if I had the chance
tonight I was going smash it,” Jardine said. “I
give it to my teammates for getting me the ball
in easy-to-score places. I had wide open dunks
because they got it to me where it was easy.”
The Aggies were able to out-hustle the longer
Utes, and stop the Utes from getting into any
type of offensive flow. The Utes’ two 7-foot big
men, sophomore Jason Washburn and junior
David Foster, combined for three points and
four rebounds. Junior forward Will Clyburn led
the Utes with 16 points in 33 minutes of play.
“We’ll take it,” Morrill said. “We’ll be excited
about it. It’s an in-state win by a pretty good
margin. We played really hard. Everything
wasn’t perfect out there. Everything never is.
I’m not going to pick apart the things we didn’t
do, because we did enough good things to get
a good, solid win. We rebounded the ball. We
played really hard defensively.”
The Aggies held the Utes to 37.9 percent
shooting from the floor and 21.1 percent from
3-point land. The Utes came out firing in the
second half and went on a 12-4 run capped
by a lay-up from junior guard Josh Watkins,
who would finish with 15 points. The Aggies
would respond with an 11-1 run and would lead
by double digits most of the remainder of the
game.
“We came out flat a little bit, but luckily we
bounced back,” Senior forward Tai Wesley said.
“We didn’t let them take the lead at all. That’s
what we need to do. When teams go on runs,
we’ve gotta bounce back and go on a run of our
own.”
Morrill said, “We didn’t come out quite as
hard defensively in the first half. They made
some good plays. We have a lot of good players
who have been through a lot. They just hung
solid and started making plays.”
Wesley was the perfect complement to
Jardine, as he picked up a season-high 21 points
on 7-of-13 shooting from the floor and 2-of-2
shooting from the 3-point range. Wesley had
only made two 3-pointers his whole career prior
to this game.
“I keep saying that I have been working on
my game,” Wesley said. “I had to showcase a
little bit of the deep range tonight. The first one
was in the flow of the game. I caught the ball, I
was wide open and it felt good. The second one,
I just kinda wanted to shoot it because the shot
clock was down. It happened to go down for me.
Going 2-for-2 was nice.”
Wesley was also to stay out of foul trouble
for the entire game, and didn’t commit his first
foul until the 10-minute mark of the second
half.
“Starting the game, all I had in my head was:
don’t foul, don’t foul,” Wesley said. “I was able
to stay out of foul trouble which contributed
to playing a lot of minutes tonight. I think it
was part of the way the game went. They really
didn’t try to pound it inside. They were more
penetrate to kick. I really didn’t have to guard a
guy one-on-one tonight so that helped.”
Morrill said, “Tai is just playing good every
night out. It was nice to keep him out a few
more minutes tonight.”
Not everything went right for the Aggies, but
Morrill expressed the need for his team to feel
good about the win despite all the expectations.
“Our guys need to feel good about it,”
Morrill said. “When you are supposed to have
a good basketball team you can find yourself
analyzing every little thing and what we didn’t
do and what we need to do. We just beat the
University of Utah by a good margin. We’re
gonna feel good about, enjoy our Thanksgiving
dinner and get ready for the next one.”
USU vs Northeastern
The Aggies (4-1) were lucky to get a win
in the Spectrum against the Northeastern
University Huskies (2-2) Saturday night. The
Huskies’ senior guard Chaisson Allen scored
a game-high 18 points and dished out seven

assists in a game that his team should have won,
but the Aggies had a few calls roll their way and
held on for a 56-54 victory.
“We got lucky tonight,” Aggie junior forward
Brady Jardine said. “We gave them every chance
they needed to win. We did some things we
shouldn’t have done. We didn’t do some things
we needed to do. We have a long ways to go as
a team. We feel lucky to get out of here tonight
with a win at home. I think we did just enough
to get out of here.”
Jardine hit two of his team-high 15 points
with 1:05 left in the game to give the Aggies a
lead they wouldn’t relinquish. Jardine finished
the night with a double-double, as he grabbed
13 boards to go with his 15 points. Senior forward Tai Wesley added 14 points and junior
guard Brockeith Pane chipped in 13 points.
They were the only Aggies who had much going
on either end of the court.
“Sometimes better lucky than good and we
were very, very lucky to win tonight,” Aggie
head coach Stew Morrill said. “That’s not a
game that I felt we really deserved to win. I
thought they out-played us. We just got fortunate. We had just a ton of open looks and didn’t
make them. We were primed and ripe and
deserved to get beat. We really did. We’ve got a
long way to go before we’re a really good basketball team.”
Neither team shot well from the floor, but
the Aggies shot extremely poorly from the field,
especially from the 3-point line. The Ags shot
38 percent from the field and 16 percent on 3of-18 from the 3-point line.
“We had a little bit of these shooting woes
early last year,” Morrill said. “I’m not overly
concerned about that; it’ll come around. We’ve
just got to settle in a little bit. You’ve gotta
believe you can make shots. A loss of confidence
is hard to explain. You’ve gotta believe you
can make shots. You’ve gotta know that you’re
going to get opportunities. We had a lot of them
tonight that we just didn’t make.”
Despite the dismal play from the Aggies,
there were some positives from the game.
“This team has been causing 18 turnovers
a game,” Morrill said. “We only turned it over
five. There are a few positives. Brockeith (Pane)
played a lot better. E.J. (Ferris) off the bench
was real solid.”
Ferris finished with five points in five minutes of play.
The Aggies trailed a majority of the second half. It wasn’t until Wesley calmly sank
two free-throws with just over three minutes
remaining in regulation that the Aggies took
the lead. A few calls at the end of the game that
went the Aggies’ way gave them the advantage.
“It was the kind of game that I felt that we
needed,” Wesley said. “We needed to prove
ourselves and not have a blow-out, easy win at
home. We needed to be tested. We’ll be tested
like that on the road. It was a good game for us
to pick some experience and learn how we can
finish games down the stretch.”
The Aggies now prepare for a tough road trip
this week, as they face the Denver Pioneers on
Wednesday and the No. 16 Georgetown Hoyas
on Saturday.
“We’ve got to practice Monday,” Jardine
said. “We have a lot to work on after tonight.
We need to have good practices Monday and
Tuesday to even have a chance to win at Denver
and to win at Georgetown. We need to come
together as a team and realize that we need to
work harder. We need to work harder on the
practice floor and do those little things that will
help us win games when we get out here and
start playing.”
Wesley said, “Whatever it was we need to fix
it and we need to fix it in practice. That’s what
we’re going to be looking to do on Monday.”
The game against Denver University is slated
for Wednesday at 7:05 p.m in the Magness
Arena.

– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Broncos’ title hopes dashed by
Wolf Pack in overtime thriller
RENO, Nev. (AP) — Two
missed kicks and Boise State
went from being the darling of
BCS busters everywhere to just
another team looking for a bowl
game.
After winning 24 straight
games, maybe it was just not
meant to be.
Nevada roared back from a
17-point halftime deficit Friday
night, beating No. 3 Boise State
34-31 in overtime in a wild game
for the Wolf Pack’s biggest win
ever. It snapped Boise State’s
winning streak and ended any
hopes the Broncos would play in
the BCS title game.
A game that the Broncos
seemingly had in hand slipped
away when normally efficient
kicker Kyle Brotzman missed a
26-yard field goal with 2 seconds
left in regulation and another
from 29 yards in overtime.
Nevada’s redshirt freshman
kicker Anthony Martinez didn’t
miss his chance in overtime,
hitting a 34-yarder that touched
off a jubilant celebration from
a soldout crowd on the Nevada
campus.
“We had a chance to win it,”
Boise State coach Chris Petersen
said. “You play two evenly
matched teams it usually comes
down to a couple of plays. It’s
tough, it probably shouldn’t have
come down to that.”
In the space of one bad half,
the Broncos (10-1, 6-1 Western
Athletic Conference) most likely
lost out on playing in any BCS
bowl. On the verge of playing
in a big game with a win, they
will likely be relegated to the
Humanitarian Bowl, played on
their own blue field in Boise, or
the Fight Hunger Bowl in San
Francisco.
That’s good news for TCU,
which was at risk of being
nudged out of an automatic
BCS bid by Boise State even if it

completed an unbeaten season
on Saturday by beating lowly
Mountain West Conference rival
New Mexico.
No. 19 Nevada won’t get a
BCS invite, either, because that
is life for schools not in automatic qualifier conferences. But
that didn’t stop the overflow
crowd at Mackay Stadium from
celebrating the improbable win
by their team, which was a 14point underdog and had lost 10
straight games to Boise State.
“It is the greatest victory this
university has ever had, I can tell
you that,” Nevada coach Chris
Ault said.
Nevada (11-1, 6-1) rallied
from a 17-point halftime deficit
to tie the game with 13 seconds
left on a 7-yard pass to Rishard
Mathews, who had two secondhalf touchdowns for the Wolf
Pack. But Boise State appeared
poised to pull the game out after
Kellen Moore hit Titus Young
with a 53-yard pass on the first
play from scrimmage after the
score.
Brotzman, who leads all
active players in career scoring,
pushed the short kick right,
sending the game into overtime.
Nevada won the coin toss and
deferred and Brotzman came
out to try another field goal, but
pulled it left.
“To be honest, I was on a
knee on the sideline praying,
hoping we’d get another shot,”
said Nevada quarterback Colin
Kaepernick, who passed for 259
yards and ran for a score.
Martinez, a redshirt freshman, came on after Nevada’s
drive stalled, then calmly
stroked the ball down the middle and the celebration began.
“We’re a team of destiny,”
Ault said. “When he missed that
field goal I said, ‘Here we go
guys, we got it now.’”
The loss for Boise State was

the first since the Broncos lost
in the 2008 Poinsetta Bowl to
TCU, and it came in the most
improbable fashion. Boise State
built up a 24-7 halftime lead
and appeared on its way to a
dominating win, but its offense
stalled in the third quarter
and Nevada began finding the
rhythm with its punishing running attack.
After being held in check by
Boise State’s defense in the first
half, Nevada outrushed Boise
State 239-8 in the second.
Boise State came into the
game second in total defense,
allowing only 229 yards a game.
Nevada had more than that on
the ground alone, racking up
288 yards behind Vai Taua and
Kaepernick.
Nevada was still down 2414 entering the fourth quarter
when Mathews took the ball 44
yards on an end around to make
the game close. Boise State then
punted for the fourth time in the
second half, and the Wolf Pack
drove 93 yards to tie the game
on a field goal by Martinez with
a 23-yard field goal with 5:14
left.
But Boise State came back on
the next play from scrimmage to
score on a 79-yard screen pass to
Doug Martin. Nevada then took
the ball and marched down the
field to score the tying touchdown, setting up the wild finish.
“I’m at a loss for words,” said
Moore, who suffered only his
second loss in 38 games as Boise
State’s quarterback. “Hopefully
we’ll learn something from this.”
It was Nevada’s defense that
kept the Wolf Pack in the game,
shutting Boise State out in the
second half before Martin’s
score. But it was Mathews who
was the star of the night, catching 10 passes for 172 yards and
one touchdown, while running
for another score.

Boise’s loss is a fitting end to
WAC football predictability
I
didn’t
Five wide:
see
Colin
Kaepernick
A
football
lead
the
column
Nevada Wolf
Pack
back
from a 17point halftime
deficit against
Boise State
Friday night. I didn’t see the senior quarterback make an amazing play on a critical thirdand-six in the third quarter when he spun
away from defenders only to elegantly glide
to the three-yard line, where he proceeded
to dive into the endzone. And you can bet
I also missed those two mind-blowing, chipshot field goals Boise kicker Kyle Brotzman
missed, effectively killing the Broncos’ dream
season and ending the dreams of the “let
chaos reign” crowd of college football fans
everywhere.
I didn’t see it happen because I was
asleep.
You might be right to question my devotion to the sport with such an admission, but
before you convict me of not being a true
fan of the game, hear my argument. Up late
on the East coast after a busy day polishing
off Thanksgiving leftovers and fighting Black
Friday shopping crowds on Amazon.com, I
was burned out by the time halftime rolled
around about midnight. Nevada obviously
was, too, having fallen behind then-No. 4
Boise State 24-7.
Granted, I might be a little bit of a pessimist, but I’d seen this shakedown before,
and I wasn’t about to watch Boise State
drill the living daylights out of another WAC
opponent for what, the 25th-straight week?
Oh wait, I forgot. This is Nevada we’re talking
about, so I guess the formula has to undergo
a bit of a tweak. Sure, Kaepernick and the
boys may make an edge-of-your-seat comeback (just as they have the last three years),
but in the end Boise will shut them down.
It’s inevitable. It always happens. They own
the WAC, after all, and they are the team of
destiny in college football’s most predictable
league. Might as well catch some Z’s and get
ready for that flight back to Logan tomorrow.
Boy, was I in for a shock.
There was no way the Sportscenter highlights could do justice to that second half,
as the back and forth struggle played out
like an epic. Had the final score not spoiled
the outcome for me, I would have thought
that Nevada’s amazing touchdown with 13
seconds left would have won the game. That
was, until a few second later, when my TV
screen replayed Titus Young’s ridiculous 53yard grab to set Boise up for a field goal to

Adam nettina

win the game.
Impossible. Mind-blowing. I’m talking total
OMG here.
But not unexpected. This is Boise State,
after all. The team of destiny in college
football’s most predictable conference. The
Broncos would win in their usual amazing
fashion and Nevada would finish second or
third in the conference. Hawaii and Fresno
would fit into the top four, and Utah State,
New Mexico State, and San Jose State would
round out the usual bottom. Excuse me while
I go yawn.
But wait a second. Did that highlight just
show that Brotzman missed the field goal?
Wide right, you say?
Flash forward to the next cut-scene.
Brotzman’s up again, and misses what looks
like the same exact chip-shot! No way that
just happened!
It is at this stage that I assume I am still
sleeping and in a dream, a premise that fails
to hold true when the stream of bikini-clad
girls bearing In-N-Out cheeseburgers fails to
arrive in my living room.
With unrestrained anticipation I clung to
my couch, waiting for the inevitable highlight,
which Wolf Pack kicker Anthony Martinez
delivered with his 34-yard, dream-slaying
field goal. Except this wasn’t my dream getting killed, it was Boise’s. And in a way, it was
the end to the predictable, take-it-to-the-bank
nature of WAC play that’s made the conference such a bore over the past few years.
The odds-on favorite to win the WAC won’t
be back next year, and in two years, Fresno
State and Nevada will join the Broncos in the
new Mountain West. Hawaii could go soon,
too, while two new teams – Texas State and
Texas San-Antonio – are set to begin WAC
play for the 2012 season. There is talk of
adding North Texas, and we have no idea
how last year’s new coaching hires will mold
teams like Louisiana Tech and San Jose State
in the coming years. Long story short? The
WAC will be anybody’s game in the coming
years, and while it may not make headlines
for hosting a “BCS-buster,” the new WAC
sure as heck won’t be a downer to watch
each week, and should provide plenty of
excitement for years to come.
And to think that I missed the start of this
coming madness. I guess it’s true what they
say – you snooze, and you really do lose.

Adam Nettina is a senior majoring in history, and member of the Football Writers
Association of America. While not watching college football, Adam can be found
in the Statesman office making paninis.
He can also be reached at adam.nettina@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

MEMBERS OF UTAH STATE’S VOLLEYBALL TEAM, along with friends, family members and
fans wait in anticipation to find out who the Aggies will face in the NCAA Tournament during a viewing
party held Sunday afternoon at the Jim and Carol Laub Athletic-Academics Complex. The Aggies will face
No. 7-seeded California Friday. ADAM NETTINA photo

Champs: Volleyball going dancing
-continued from page 7
Saturday’s title win marks just the second
time in four years that Aggie seniors Fowles,
USU all-time digs leader Christine Morrill,
and middle blocker Katie Astle have defeated
the Rainbow Wahine, dating back to 2007,
when they snapped a 108-conference match
home winning streak for UH at the time.
Hawaii’s elimination from the WAC
Tournament was their first since 1997.
Additionally, the Aggies’ Cinderella victory gives them the most wins by any USU
team since 1982, and seventh-most in school
history.
The Aggies’ memorable tournament run
Nov. 22-24 included a first-round win over
Nevada (25-17, 25-20, 14-25, 25-15) and a
thrilling semifinal victory (25-23, 20-25,
25-21, 22-25, 16-14) over second-seeded New
Mexico State, the same team the northern
Aggies had topped less than a week earlier in
Las Cruces, N.M.
The Aggies’ historical run in Sin City
completes a strong finish to a regular season
that gives the Aggies nine wins in 10 contests, with six consecutive victories, heading
into collegiate volleyball’s version of March
Madness. The only loss in that time span
came Nov. 6 in Logan, a five-set defeat to
Idaho.
“We served very well and we blocked
tough,” he said. “Those guys weren’t able to
hit where they wanted to go.”
DuBose also said he was particularly
impressed with Sorensen, who had 13 kills
and hit .684 for the match; McArthur, who
notched 12 kills and sophomore outside hitter Josselyn White, who finished with nine
kills and six digs.
“We asked a lot of those guys, and they
answered the bell,” he said. “We played with

controlled aggression.”
USU led New Mexico State 2-1 before
dropping the fourth set and trailing 13-10 in
the fifth, only to rally with a 6-1 run for the
improbable come-from-behind victory.
“We showed a lot of resiliency, especially
after that fourth game,“ DuBose said. “In
the fifth game, we scratched and clawed and
fought our way back.”
A drive – and tournament for the ages
– that all began with a typical first-round
match against sixth-seeded Nevada.
“We controlled from the beginning,”
DuBose said. “Our outside hitters were good
when we needed them to be good. Josselyn
(White) has been coming into her own, and
Liz (McArthur) always has wonderful hits.”
McArthur and White tallied 16 and 14
kills, respectively, against the Wolf Pack.
DuBose said his team’s late surge following their third-best start in school history
can be attributed to many factors, as they
prepare to play on collegiate volleyball’s
largest stage.
“Our sense of urgency increased. We as
a team and a staff realized we had become
complacent,” he said. “Our seniors came to
the point where they realized that this was
it.”
Those seniors are well-accomplished on
the court, from setting all-time records to
staging monumental turnarounds, and, yes,
even giant-slaying.
“They’ve changed the culture of the program, and made me a better coach in the
process,” DuBose said. “They deserve to be
continuing their season.”
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Winter parking a pain,
but not a surprise

Benjamin C. Wood
News Editor
Catherine Meidell

E

very year the same complaints of parking
enforcement around campus and Logan
City reach The Statesman’s ears. To be
even more specific, the practice of booting illegally parked vehicles seems to strike a particularly resonant chord with students. During the
winter months, these issues are often intensified
as more students rely on their vehicles as transportation to campus, and Logan City winter
parking regulations set in.
We dislike booting as much as the next
person and could spend our time here arguing
about the – academically appropriate – questions of legal ambiguity in terms of seizing
property without due process, but instead we
would like to address the fundamentals of this
problem.
If you park where you shouldn’t, you will get
cited/booted. You’ll get a lot farther by planning
on that fact than trying to argue your way out of
the consequences – trust us, we’ve tried.
That means taking into account that most
apartment complexes do not allow parking by
non-residents, and if you’re going to be out
later than 1 a.m., you better get a ride or plan
on walking.
It really is as simple as that. We feel your
frustration at being charged the exorbitant $75
to regain control of your motor vehicle and
we understand your frustration at the offending party’s seeming refusal to deal with you in
a way, shape or form befitting a sympathetic
human being. Still, the bottom line is that you
live in Logan, they boot here, so get ready.
Now, parking on campus is a whole other
issue. We think that most people would agree
that it’s better to preserve the green space on
campus than put in another parking lot. Anyone
needing evidence of this exchange need look
no further than Ogden’s Weber State University
and SLC’s University of Utah.
This preservation of campus beauty – again,
we’re in favor – naturally comes with its share of
parking issues, in that there is simply not enough
room for everyone to park where they want to
park, especially in the winter. This problem is
further deepened by the parking department’s
admitted practice of selling more passes than
there are spaces for some lots at USU, meaning
it is not uncommon for a student to arrive on
campus during the peak hours of the day and
not be able to find a stall for which they have
rightfully paid.
We think this is kind of shady, but just like
booting in Logan, it happens, so deal with it.
Plan on getting to campus a little early during
the winter months so that you have time to bus
up from the stadium.

Your college, your
money, your vote
Each semester, every Utah
ASUSU
State student pays around
$400 in “student body fees,”
View
a percentage of which goes
to ASUSU. In fact, if you
wish to know exactly how
much of your money went
toward studentbody fees for
fall semester, you simply just
need to log on to ‘Banner’
and the details can be found. But where does your money
go exactly? The majority of students walk up to the registrar’s office, hand the nice lady a signed check and forget
about tuition until the following semester rolls around.
The funny thing is, very few students realize that how
ASUSU officers choose to spend their money is public
knowledge. Yep, that is right. If you want to know where
any officer chooses to spend their budget, you just need
to march up stairs to the third floor of the TSC and talk to
Lynne Singleton about where the budget money is being
spent. After all, this is your money.
A student recently asked me, “Doesn’t it bother you
that negative editorial articles have been printed in the
Statesman lately regarding how ASUSU spends their
budget?” While I explained my view on the opinion, I
ended with saying, “No, not at all. In fact, it does the
exact opposite.” I applaud a student who has the guts to
stand up and voice his or her opinion. Similarly, I applaud
ASUSU officers who have the courage to branch out and
try something new. I guess I am a risk-taker. I like being
progressive.
Hence, I proposed that ASUSU help fund the Utah
State iPhone and Android application. Several entities
across campus donated money to help make this possible. In fact, the app has been sent to the Apple store

Lacey Nagao

- See SPEAK, page 11
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Fox News confuses fact and fiction

To be honSketches
est, I was worried that after
by Z
the midterm
elections there
wouldn’t be a
lot going on
in the world
of
politics.
For tunately
for me, even if
there isn’t much to really report on, Fox News
is always up to the task of seeking out and
reporting on important “groundbreaking”
news.
Not only has Fox unveiled the true “puppet-master” of the liberal conspiracy, they
have also helped us to better understand how
stressed and over-worked President Obama
has become. Unfortunately, this may have
been done in a completely unethical way.
Yes sir, Fox propaganda has never been
better.
Fox Nation recently had an article which
depicted President Obama as at the “end of
his rope.” The problem with this article? The
first two paragraphs were taken from The
Onion.
For those of you who are not familiar with
The Onion (and shame on you if you are not)
allow me to help you understand. The Onion
produces satirical news. In other words, the
stories they write about are fake.
They have produced stories from “Supreme
Court Rules Death Penalty is ‘Totally Badass’” to “Entertainment Scientists Warn Miley
Cyrus will Be Depleted by 2013” to “Taco
Bell Launches New ‘Morning After’ Burrito”
which is a riveting story about how ingesting
a Taco Bell burrito within 36 hours will help
to prevent unwanted pregnancies (again, as a
warning to my readers, these are fake stories.
Taco Bell will not prevent pregnancies... yet).
More recently The Onion posted an article
entitled “Frustrated Obama Sends Nation
Rambling 75,000-Word E-Mail.” This satirical article developed the story of President
Obama sending an e-mail to everyone in
America discussing his frustration and feelings.
Fox Nation took this story and re-posted
the first two paragraphs. Here is how they
read, please keep in mind that this did NOT
actually happen, it is all satire:
“Having admittedly ‘reached the end of
(his) rope,’ President Barack Obama sent a
rambling 75,000-word e-mail to the entire
nation Wednesday, revealing deep frustrations with America’s political culture, his presidency, U.S. citizens, and himself.

Ben Zaritsky

The e-mail, which was titled ‘A couple
things,’ addressed countless topics in a dense,
stream-of-consciousness rant that often went
on for hundreds of words without any punctuation or paragraph breaks. Throughout, the
president expressed his aggravation on subjects as disparate as the war in Afghanistan,
the sluggish economic recovery, his live-in
mother-in-law, China’s undervalued currency,
Boston’s Logan Airport, and tort reform.”
While it would be easy to debunk this
article from Fox as false by simply checking
your e-mail inbox to see if, in fact, you did
receive an e-mail, this did not happen on too
many occasions. While Fox did have a link
that mentioned that readers could “find the
whole story at THEONION.COM”, this was
nearly the only clue of the falsity of the story.
If Fox readers did not know what The Onion
was (again, shame on them if they don’t), they
would have no idea that this article was meant
to be satire.
Some people obviously, from the comments left on the article, clearly had no clue
what The Onion was. Here are just a few of
my favorite comments on this article:
“He can write 75,000 words … but he
couldn’t write any of his own books?”
“‘Frustrated’? Call it like it is.
Incompetent.”
“If this story is correct, that he did send
out this e-mail, it is very concerning about his
current state of mental health. I am surprised
he would be allowed to send something like
this out and if he is not functioning very well
why there isn’t some attention being paid to
his current state.”
While I applaud Fox for helping spread the
good news of The Onion, I have to wonder if
that was their actual intent. Nothing was mentioned about how this was satirical. This leads
me to one of two conclusions.
One, Fox has no idea what satire is and,
because they have become so far right-wing,
they are willing to post anything that makes
Democrats seem bad.
Or two, Fox is trying to make their readers
think and view Democrats, and specifically
the President, in a certain light in order to
promote an agenda and help any number of
their staff who just happen to be running for
president in 2012.
Since this is Fox we are talking about here,
it could go either way.
Ben Zaritsky is a senior majoring in journalism
and communications. He can be reached at
ben.zaritsky@aggiemail.usu.edu
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
Does USU have sufficient parking?
•
•
•

Yes. You’re not
always close but it
works.
No. It’s impossible
to find a space.
I don’t drive to
campus.

Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.
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Speak: Your voice makes a difference at USU
-continued from page 10

and will be released in its
first phase within the next
couple weeks. Fortunately,
several Utah State students
completed a survey that
discussed the app, and
positive feedback was evident in over 80 percent of
the results. I would simply
like to thank the students
who completed the survey.
Honestly, it is important in
my mind for a university to
stay progressive. I found
out last week that Weber
State is now in the process
of creating an iPhone app,
and the University of Utah
already has an app; luckily,
Aggie faculty and students
realize the value of staying up to date on all of
the latest technologies and
we have not fallen behind
the times. One major feature of the app that sets us
apart from any other college is the unique design;
it was designed locally and
therefore no other college
has an app with a similar
layout or design. This is just
another reason to say, “Go
Aggies!”
However, this is just one
of the many things that I

I

have heard students talk date that you believe would
about. While other events best spend your money in
have certainly been dis- office and program effeccussed, I feel like bringtively to the
ing them up
studentbody
is like beating “I do not believe at Utah State. I
a dead horse.
do not believe
Everyone has that throwing
that throwing
their opinion, hundreds of flihundreds of fliand several ers in students’
ers in students’
students have
hands and bulhands
and
bulactually spolying a freshken their opin- lying a freshman man into votion through into voting is the ing is the most
social media,
effective way
n e w s p a p e r most effective
to get quality
articles and way to get qual- individuals in
other outlets. ity individuals in office. But hey,
Therefore, I office.”
that is my peram going to
sonal opinion.
get back to the
The theme
initial topic:
for elections
ASUSU officers and budget this year is “SPEAK.” So
money.
far, students this semester
Trust me, I understand
that student elections can
be one of the most annoying things on USU’s campus. Hopefully this year,
elections will be more
about educating the student body on potential officer’s platforms, learning of
the experience and values
of each candidate, and then
voting for a quality candi-

What goes around
comes around

n courting government
power, Google faces its
wrath.
What others are
Net neutrality advocates
saying about issues.
argue the government
should force large network feature their websites more
service providers like AT&T prominently.
and Comcast to charge all
What’s Google to do? In
of their customers the same advocating for net neutralrate, regardless of the band- ity laws, it has endorsed the
width they consume. While idea that business decisions
no one would defend forc- should be determined by
ing restaurants to offer only politicians, not by individual
a fixed price, all-you-can eat companies dealing freely
menu to every customer, with one another. It has forthat is essentially what the saken the idea that busimany prominent corporanesses should
tions and politibe allowed to
cians who supoperate free
“This
competition
port net neufrom governtrality are pro- for the government interferposing to do ment’s favor is
ence, and as a
with Internet one of the hallconsequence
service.
must
now
Among these marks of a mixed engage in the
proponents is economy ...”
only recourse:
Google, which
making
as
Noah
Stahl,
maintains
a
many
friends
in
The Undercurrent Washington as
public policy
blog heavily
possible.
geared toward
This
arguing it should be illegal competition for the govfor one broadband custom- ernment’s favor is one of
er to be able to pay for bet- the hallmarks of a mixed
ter service than another.
economy (a system combinGoogle’s targets are ing free markets with govnow using the same tac- ernment restrictions). The
tics against it. AT&T proper solution to this mess
has complained to the is not to put more control
Federal Communications in the greased hands of
Commission that Google is politicians, but to remove
violating net neutrality prin- government coercion from
ciples by restricting calls the equation and allow a
made through its Google free market to operate. A
Voice service (Google cur- company should have no
rently blocks calls from small weapon but its own ability
rural areas that carry a high to compete through honest
connection fee). And those production and trade.
who want favorable treatment from Google’s search
This column first appeared
engine are now calling for
in The Undercurrent and
the FCC to force Google to
was written by Noah Stahl.

Nat’lVoice

have been quite impressive in voicing their opinions. Let’s not have this
stop. Continue to speak up,
especially during the week
of elections, Feb. 22-25,
2011. Candidates have won
by less than three votes
in the past; while it may
sound cliche, your vote
really does count. If you
are interested in running for
a student government position on ASUSU, make sure
that you pick up a packet
on Tuesday, Dec. 7 in TSC
326. It is your college, it is
your money, and it is your
turn to speak.
Lacey Nagao is the ASUSU
public relations director.

USU Bid Sale
Public Invited

Dec. 1, 2, 3
Time: 9 am-6 pm
880 East 1250 North
North Romney Stadium
Hundreds of Items including:
pickups
sedans
cargo vans
gates
desks
chairs
ÀOHFDELQHWV

panels

computers
printers
monitors
feeders
projectors
man-bucket truck

Kawaski UTV
SUVs
copiers
animal scales
shelving
furniture
& much more!

Check our Web Site at:
www.usu.edu/surplus
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Opposition protests alleged fraud in Egypt vote
CAIRO (AP) – Hundreds of Muslim
Brotherhood supporters protested outside vote
counting stations, scuffling with police and
denouncing what they called widespread fraud
in Egypt’s parliament elections on Sunday, as
the government appeared to determined to
ensure its monopoly on the legislature in uncertain political times.
The protests in Cairo and in the
Mediterranean coastal city of Alexandria
capped a day of voting in which many independent monitors were barred from polling stations
amid reports of ballot box stuffing and vote
buying. In some places, government candidates
were seen passing out cash and food to voters
near polling stations.
Overhanging Sunday’s parliamentary vote
was the more significant presidential election
set for next year. For the first time in nearly 30
years, there are questions over the presidential
vote. The 82-year-old President Hosni Mubarak
has had health issues, undergoing surgery
earlier this year. His party says he will run for
another six-year term, but that hasn’t resolved
the speculation over the future of the country’s
leadership.
Fueling the sense of unease, Egyptians the
past year have grown increasingly vocal in their
anger over high prices, low wages, persistent
unemployment and poor services despite economic growth that has fueled a boom for the
upper classes.

Amid the uncertainty, opponents say the ruling party in this top U.S. ally aims to sweep parliament almost completely to prevent any future
platform for dissent. In the run-up to Sunday’s
voting, at least 1,200 supporters of the Islamic
fundamentalist Muslim Brotherhood – the ruling party’s only real rival – were arrested and
many of its candidates saw their campaign rallies broken up repeatedly.
In the last parliamentary election, in 2005,
the Brotherhood stunned the government by
winning a fifth of the legislature, its strongest
showing ever. But officials from the ruling
National Democratic Party warned heading into
Sunday that the Brotherhood would not keep
nearly as many in the new, 508-seat parliament.
Sunday’s voting saw sporadic violence
– police fired tear gas in one southern Cairo
district after police shut down a polling station,
and in the southern city of Qena, Brotherhood
supporters threw firebombs at police who
barred them voting.
But a heavy presence of security forces, along
with gangs of intimidating young men hanging
around outside polling stations, seemed to scare
off most opposition supporters. Only a trickle of
voters, far less than in 2005, was seen throughout the day at most Cairo and Alexandria polls.
“People are scared to leave their homes.
Anyone is afraid of the thugs,” said Abeer Fathi,
a 32-year old housewife in Cairo who nonetheless was able to vote for her Brotherhood can-

THE LANDMARK CITGO SIGN is seen from the roof of the John Hancock Tower in Boston Feb.
13, 2006. Venezuela’s President Hugo Chavez is up for re-election in 2012 and is already in campaign
mode: promising new public housing complexes, ordering renovations for the long-neglected Caracas
subway and budgeting more money for education, health care and social programs. AP photo

didate. “The authorities are reassured because
they know people won’t turn up after they
scared them ahead of the vote.”
After polls closed Sunday evening,
Brotherhood supporters massed outside several

stations where votes were being counted. In
Alexandria, around 800 chanted “no to fraud”
outside a police station, facing off with several
hundred riot police and truckloads of civilians
touting long sticks.

ELECTORAL WORKERS COUNT BALLOTS at a counting center after polls closed in the
Abedeen neighborhood of Cairo Nov. 28. Egypt’s parliamentary election was marred by violence and
reports of vote-buying and the ejection of many independent moniters from polling stations. AP photo

Chavez may sell U.S.-based oil co.
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) – President
Hugo Chavez is promising to build new public
housing complexes, boost social programs and
renovate the long-neglected Caracas subway
– and he needs money.
The ambitious plans will squeeze
Venezuela’s coffers at a time when oil earnings
have slipped and Chavez is sending his foreign
allies generous amounts of crude on credit. So
he has raised a possibility that once seemed
remote: selling off Venezuela’s U.S.-based oil
company, Citgo Petroleum Corp.
For Chavez, it’s an idea driven both by hardmoney realities and by politics.
Getting rid of the company and its refineries in the U.S. would give Chavez billions of
dollars for domestic spending as he approaches
his 2012 re-election bid and seeks to remedy problems including an acute shortage
of affordable housing. A sale would also fit
with the leftist leader’s interest in distancing
Venezuela from the U.S. while building stronger ties with allies such as Russia, China and

Iran.
Citgo has delivered oil to Venezuela’s No. 1
client for two decades, but judging by Chavez’s
complaints about Citgo not turning a profit, he
seems more than ready to sell it, if a buyer can
be found.
“Citgo is a bad business, and we haven’t
been able to get out of it,” Chavez said in a televised speech late last month. He ordered his oil
minister, Rafael Ramirez, to look at options for
selling off the state oil company’s assets in the
United States.
Chavez says the Houston-based company
could be worth at least $10 billion, but analysts
say it would likely fetch much less – perhaps
half that – and it might be hard to find a buyer
in a difficult economic climate.
The government’s budget next year – not
counting the additional spending often
approved by Chavez’s congressional allies – is
the equivalent of $47.5 billion, making the possible sale of Citgo a potential shot in the arm
for the president’s efforts to shore up support.

Swiss voters approve foreigner
deportation plan for criminals
GENEVA (AP) – Swiss voters on Sunday
approved a plan to automatically deport foreigners who commit serious crimes or benefit
fraud, in a significant victory for the nationalist
party that pushed the proposal against the will
of the government.
Some 52.9 percent of voters backed the
proposal put forward by the nationalist Swiss
People’s Party. The plan was opposed by 47.1
percent of voters.
A government-backed counterproposal
failed. It would have required case-by-case
review by a judge before an individual was
deported.
The government will now have to draft a
law requiring automatic expulsion of foreigners
found guilty of crimes such as murder, rape,
drug dealing or benefit fraud.
“The majority of voters have sent a clear signal that they consider foreign criminality to be
a serious problem,” Justice Minister Simonetta
Sommaruga said in a statement. “The Federal
Council respects the will of the people and will
set to work on putting the task confided in it
into practice.”
Under Switzerland’s unique political system,
any group wanting to change the law can collect 100,000 signatures to force a referendum.
Last year the country drew international condemnation after voters defied a government
recommendation and approved a law to ban the
construction of minarets.
Concern about a perceived rise in crime led
a majority of voters to approve the deportation

plan in Sunday’s referendum.
“I’m totally for it,” said Emma Link after
casting her vote in Geneva. The 86-year-old said
she had recently been robbed on her way home
from a nearby store.
But legal experts say the law could breach
offenders’ human rights.
Marcelo Kohen, a professor of international law at the Graduate Institute in Geneva,
said people who had lived all their life in
Switzerland, married Swiss citizens and had
children, but never obtained Swiss passports,
would be unusually hard hit by expulsion.
Kohen predicted the law would be challenged before the European Court of Human
Rights.
Likewise, the European Union – with which
Switzerland has signed a bilateral treaty guaranteeing freedom of movement – would probably object to its citizens being automatically
deported without the chance of judicial review,
he said.
During the run-up to the vote, anti-racism
groups bemoaned that the People’s Party’s posters showed white sheep kicking black sheep off
a Swiss flag, saying it played on stereotypical
images of foreigners as criminals.
Virginie Studemann voted against the plan.
“I think it’s sad for our country,” she said outside a polling station in the center of Geneva.
“It’s part of a concerted attack against foreigners.”
Also Sunday, voters rejected a proposal to
revise the country’s tax system.

A POSTER AT THE TRAIN STATION in Zurich, Switzerland, shows a man who’s face is covered
with the words ‘Ivan S, rapist and soon to be Swiss?’ It is part of a campaign in favor of deporting criminal foreigners from Switzerland. Swiss voters decided at the polls Nov. 28 to approve the plan to deport
foreigners who commit serious crimes in their country should be automatically deported. AP photo
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and GREAT
classified ads!.

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

The Joke’s on You! • BY YOU!
Take a look at this comic. All we
need is your gag line, your funny
caption. You’ll be famous and win
a free chicken tender lunch from
Kelly’s Foothill Mart! E-mail entry to
statesmanoffice@aggiemail.usu.edu
by Thusday at noon ... and watch for
the winner on Friday! Good luck!

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price
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OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES
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Monday, Nov. 29, 2010

StatesmanBack Burner

- Stuff a Bus, Romney Stadium, 5:45
p.m.
- Women’s Basketball vs. Southern
Utah, 7 p.m.
- A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Caine
College of Arts, 7:30 p.m.

Today is Monday, Nov.
29, 2010. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman
is published especially
for Kate Gourley, a
sophomore majoring
in English from Alpine,
Utah.

Tuesday

Nov. 30

Almanac
Today in History:
Despite strong Arab
opposition, the United
Nations votes for the
partition of Palestine
and the creation of an
independent Jewish
state. The modern
conflict between Jews
and Arabs in Palestine
dates back to the
1910s, when both
groups laid claim to
the British-controlled
territory.

Weather
High: 27° Low: 2°
Skies: Partly cloudy

- Churros for Charity, BUS, 12 p.m.
- Indoctrinate U, TSC Auditorium, 7
p.m.
- A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Caine
College of Arts, 7:30 p.m.
- Logan Canyon Winds Concert,
Performance Hal, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday

Dec. 1

- World Aids Day, TSC Ballroom, All
Day
- Churros for Charity, BUS, 12 p.m.
- Meditation Club, TSC 335, 12 p.m.
- ARC Workshop, TSC 335, 3:30 p.m.
- Out of the Blue Auditions, Chase
Fine Arts Center, 4 p.m.
- SNC Wild Wednesday, Stokes
Nature Center, 5 p.m.
- Men’s Basketball at Denver, 7 p.m.
- Women’s Basketball at Utah Valley,
7 p.m.
- A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Caine College of Arts, 7:30 p.m.
- The Forgotten Carols, Kent Concert
Hall, 7:30 p.m.
- Big Band Jazz Concert, Performance
Hall, 7:30 p.m.

You need to know....

Aggie Health Club is hosting
its 2nd annual “USU’s Biggest
Loser Competition!” Students
and faculty compete while learning healthy eating and exercise
habits. Applications due by Dec.
6. Email aggiehealth@aggiemail.
usu.edu for applications or more
information.

Churros for Charity, The
Huntsman Marketing Association is
sponsoring an event to raise money
for Go Global for Children with
Hearing Loss. Cafe Sabor Churros
will be sold for $1 and Hot Chocolate
$1. We will be located both inside
and outside the business building
from Nov. 30-Dec. 2 from 12-3 p.m.
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
is a wacky Shakespearean comedy
about love. The play is set in an
enchanted forest where humans
and fairies come together under the
mischievous light of the midsummer
moon. Nov. 29-Dec. 11 at 7:30 p.m.
Free for USU students with ID. For
more information please call 435797-8022.
Wintersongs 2010 will be performed Dec. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Performance Hall. Tickets are $8 for
general admission and free for USU
students.
Cache Co. Sub for Santa is seeking those that would like to sponsor a child/children for the 2009
Christmas season. If you are interested in helping provide Christmas
for those in need, contact the Cache
Co. Sub for Santa office at 752-6315.
Our office hours are from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. M-F. We would need the gifts
to our drop-off site by Dec. 11 in
order to distribute them accordingly.
Cash donations are also appreciated,
please send donations to: Cache Co.
Sub for Santa, P.O. Box 4603, Logan,
UT 84323.
Macey’s is offering free cooking
and community classes. Their next
class will be held on Nov. 30. Cheese
please! Come to a cheese tasting and
give-aways. 7-8 p.m. Seating is limited so reserve by calling 753-3301.
Stokes Nature Center will host
Wild Wednesday on Dec. 1 from 58 p.m. All are invited for some family
friendly nature fun as SNC keeps its
doors open late and provides stories,
activities, and a chance to explore.
Wild Wednesday is held the first
Wednesday of every month. For
more information, call 435-755-3239
or visit www.logannature.org.

Peter Breinholt

Songwriter Peter Breinholt brings
A Peter Breinholt Christmas to
USU to kick off his Christmas
concert series. This heart-warming, bright and entertaining
performance will take place in
the world-class Performance Hall,
4 and 7:30 p.m., Dec. 4.

Psychology study

The Psychology Department at
USU is seeking individuals who
are struggling with unwanted,
disturbing thoughts or behaviors
of a moral or religious nature to
participate in a study assessing
the effectiveness of psychological
treatment for these problems. If
you are interested or have questions please contact 435-5351073.

Charity anywhere
Need something to do over the
winter break!? Volunteer with the
Charity Anywhere Foundation
in Tijuana, Mexico! Dec. 26- Jan.
4. The cost is $275 for students
and $475 for non-students. There
will be an information meeting
on Dec. 8 at 5:30 p.m. in the Hub
or e-mail charityanywhereusu@
gmail.com.

Anxiety workshop
Test Anxiety Workshop on Dec.
1 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in TSC
335. You do not have to register to attend. For information
contact the Academic Resource
Center at (435) 797-1128.

Indoctrinate U

Screening of Indoctrinate U will
be shown on Nov. 30 at 7 p.m. in
the TSC Auditorium.

Closed Sunday
Your local grocer
for 29 years!
Check us out on
tplace
facebook.com/leesmarketplace

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com
We are located in the
University Shopping Center

Three Convenient Locations:
Logan
• 555 East 1400 North
Smithfield
• 850 South Main
North Ogden
• 2645 N. Washington
Boulevard

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

Strange Brew • Peter Deering

1400 North

1200 North

Visit our red box® for
your favorite new
releases. Just $1 per day!

See our website at
leesmarketplace.com

N
A

Romney Stadium

Nov. 29

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

Biggest Loser

800 East

Monday

600 East

Today’s Issue

1000 North

Prices Effective
Nov. 29 - Dec. 4, 2010

99

¢ $

1

10 $

57

for

Guittard
11.5-12 oz. Asst.

6.6-8 oz.

Goldfish
Crackers

10 99

Hersheyʼs 4.25-4.5 oz.
Select Varieties Extra Large

Baking Chips

Candy Bars

Western Family 32 oz.
(Excludes Dark Brown)

Powdered or
Brown Sugar

79 2 99 3 69 39
¢ $

18.25-19.5 oz. Select Varieties
(Excludes Reduced Sugar)

Pillsbury Cake Mix

$

1

99 $

ShurSaving
2%, 1% or Skim

Gallon Milk

97

Stephenʼs 16 oz.

Hot
Cocoa

¢$

Western Family 16 oz.
Regular or Mini

Marshmallows

99

Western Family
5 Quart

Ice Cream

¢$

Bakery Fresh

French
Bread

Navel
Oranges

99 $

Nabisco
15.25-17 oz. Asst.

Oreo Cookies

lb.

Fresh

Fresh
Clementines

4 99 2
99

¢

3 lb.

2

Bread

¢

Western Family 6 oz. Asst.

39 $

Grandma Sycamoreʼs 24 oz.
Sprouted Wheat, Multi Grain,
White or Wheat

¢

Yogurt

1

88

13 oz. Asst.

Santitas

